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In Our 99th Year

Reports On Property Inspection

IN NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY—A number of Murray High School students were inducted into the !National
Honor Society in ceremonies at the high school today. New members of the Society are: front, left, Karen Jackson,
Kim Alley, Lisa Watson,Laurie Crass, Lisa English, Debbie Darnell, Beth Boston, Krista Russell and Shara Toon;second
row, left, belaine fionchul, Joe Grasty, Gina Jones, Greg Garfield, Frank Gilliam, Marilyn Howard, Tammy Meitiiiir
Carol Montgomery and Danna Shipley; third row, left, Laura Shinners, Delores Honchul, Jon Noffsinger, Bruce Horning Bill Wilson, Claude Johnson, Donna Bailey and Michelle Kelly. Mrs. Louise Jones and Murray High Principal Roy
Weatherly presided at the induction cermonies

county road maintenance facility and
A Calloway County Grand Jury, after
found it to be a credit to the community.
&longer than usull session this week
We commend the Fiscal Court and any
today returned 15 criminal indictments
other parties responsible for its
and reported on the condition of the
acquisition.
county property.
"The Grand Jury visited the new
CallowaY County Circuit Court
kennel facility presently under con- diarnisaed at noon today and was exstruction and was pleasantly surprised
pected to reconvene in the early afat the design and forethought that it
ternoon for arraignments.
reflects. This is another real asset to
A grand jury inspection report of
Murray and Calloway County.
public property in the county said:
"The Grned Jury visited the location
"The Gand Jury visited the Calloway
of the,Mercy Ambulance Corporation
county Jail and found it to be clean, well
and found the facilities and equipment
maintained,and well run. In light of the
there adequate to meet the needs of the
-recent tragic episodes experienced by
county.
some other detention facilities we
"The Grand Jury visited a portion of
would recommend that the present
the park facilities owned by the city and
flammable mattresses be replaced by
county. We found that these facilities
mattresses of a fire-proof material as
have an unlimited Potential and stand
soon as possible. Since the present jail
as a real monument to the progressive
is the only detention facility available
attitude of tie,people of Murray and
in the county, the Grand Jury would
further suggest that immediate action
be taken by the Fiscal Court teward
expansion of the jail to meet both the
present and future needs of the county:"The Grand Jury inspected the new-

_
Calloway County, We are 'however,'
concerned about the maintenance or
these facilities. The Grand Jury finds
that the present situation is such that
the park director,.is in charge of
coordinating the vaelons programs
connected with the _parks and the
various groups needing access to
facilitiests
"We further find the parks consist of
some 124 acres with recreational apparatus and a number of permanent
buildings. The Grand Jury suggests
that steps be made to hire a full-time
maintenance supervisor to oversee the
upkeep of the facilities and grounds so
that the park director can devote his
time to seeing that the potential
benefits of the parks reach as many
people in the community as possible
and the beauty and safety of the
facilities can be kept at a maximum."

infL_ation_ Outlook Fails To Improve Any
As Wholesale Prices Rise Again In April
WASHINGTON (AP) - Wholesale
prices jumped 1.3 percent in April, the
biggest increase in 3si years, as the inflation outlook failed to improve, the
government reported today.
Wholesale prices of cc-rnsume-r-Toods
rose 1.9 percent, continuing a fourmonth surge that has hit shoppers'
pocketbooks.
This is the price of goods paid by
retailers and others just before they
reach the consumer. The higher prices
usually show up at retail stores shortly
afterward.
The April increase of 1.3 percent was
the biggest since a 1.2 percent rtue-th
November 1974, also at a time of rising
food prices. Wholesale prices of finished goods had risen 0.6 percent his
January, 1.1 percent in February-and--

percent in January,' 2.9 percent in
0.6 percent in March before the latest
February and 0.8 percent in March
1.3 percent gain.
before gaining 1.9 percent in April. BeIf the tour months of wholesale price
cause of a downturn in prices last
increases continued at the same rate all
summer,finished consumer food prices._
year, they would total about 15 percent
were 8.5 percent higher In April thai
for 1978.
they were in April 1977.
Government economists are counting
Prices for processed poultry and pork
on volatile food prices to ease up later
turned up in April after declining in
in the year and for the inflation rate to
March, the Labor Department said.
be about 7 percent for 1978, up from an
Fresh and dried fruits and vegetables
earlier estimate of about 6 percent.
and dairy products rose more than they
Even with the big increases so far
had the previous month.
this year, wholesale prices have gone
, Prices for beef and veal and
up only 7 percent since April of last
processed fruits and vegetables conYear.
tinued to increase, but less than in
The government said 30 percent of
the entire April increase was caused by .March. Milled rice and refined
vegetable oil declined at the wholesale
higher jewelry prices, reflecting a
level after increasing in March
sharp increase in the price of gold.
Prices rose more than in March for
- The- wholesale jitiadjaiceS rose 1.1

jewelry, automobiles, floor coverings •'
and household furniture and appliances. Prices also rose sharply in April
for shoes, tires, health products,
gasoline and home heating oil.
The Labor Department's -producerprice index for finished goods stood at
191.4, indicating that it cost $191.40 to..
buy what $100 would buy at wholesale in
1967. A year ago, the indea was at 178.8.
Before today's wholesale figures
were released, the Agriculture
Department already had bad news for
consumers: the food price outlook is not
good.
Prices that farmers received for their
MSU 8ANN8IB--icAren White Boyd points to One of si x banners she
prodnets rose 4 percent last. mcntis. It_
-designed for 414vetay State University Alumni Associatiori io conjunction
was the seventh straight month that
with the recent association banquet. The six banners will be displayed at
farm prices had risen, the department
future university and local funt•fiona They eachdepict parlicular aspects of
says.
.
the state of Kentucky and university-

'Friends Of Need Line'Is New Service
Organization's Fund Drive Call Words
By JO BURKEEN
'Friends of Need Line" were announced at the annual meeting of the
Board of Directors of Need Line held at
the Colonial House Smorgasbord with

"Our goals are simple: to find a cure
or control for the inherited disease
Cystic Fibrosis, while improving
diagnosis and treatment of children
suffering with serious lung-damaging
diseases," said Rev. Frank Brett
chairman of the Breath of Spring BikeA-Thon in Murray-Calloway County.
The Breath of Srping Bike-A-Thon
will take place at the Murray City High
School on May 6 beginning at 2 p. m.
"We are happy to announce," said Rev.
Brett, that the Murray Kiwanis Club
will be working closely with us. They
will be operating a bicycle inspection's
and registration program at the High

today's index
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3
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occasional rain
Cool with occasional rain likely
tonight, low around 50. Friday
eloudy and cool with a good
Chante of showers, high around
80.
stMers-Sitantify
aunaay lrt1y7oudy
Monday. Cool with lows in the Slk;
and highs in the 60s.

s

the. Rev. Robert Etrockhoff, retiring
chairman and incoming treasurer,
explaining the details of the new fund
raising project for the service
organization.
Rev. Brockhoff explained the need

School beginning at 1:30 p. m. They will
inspect and make any repairs -or adjustments necessary.
They will also register bicycles for
identification in case of theft. Together,
we want to make our Bike-A-Thon a
safe one and be as big a help to our
riders as possible."
"We have dedicated volunteers, a
national organization, renowned
scientiests and researchers, and 110
diagnostic and treatment Centers,
said Rev. Brett."What we don't have is
enough moeny. That is why the Cystic
Fibrosis Foundation, is appealing for
support to expand research and care
programs through the Breath of Spring

for additional funding of the local
organization so that the service could
be extended as had been brought out in
the recent evaluation of the Need Line
organization conducted by Dr. Mark
Singer, Assistant Professor, Division of
Social Work, Murray State University,
and students in that department.
In that survey program conducted by
"numbs.. only" of the client, thereby
continuing with the policy of the confidentality of the client, it was brought
out "that the clients would use Need
Line again and would recommend Need
Line to others."
The office, located at 203 South Fifth
Street, Murray, is now open only three
days a week with the executive
director, Euple Ward, working at a
small salary, giving of many hours of
work without pay. The board hopes to
extend its services to five days a week
with an additional staff member to help
Mrs. Ward with the work load.
Mrs. Ward and the advisory con-

sultant, Dr. Wallace Baggett, are the
only persons to see the files of the
clients Which is the reason for the
conficientality of the organization. None
of the board members know of the cases
by name as Need Line continues to be a
"listening ear" to persons in the
community having needs of all types.
The executive director has before her
a list of resources to refer the clients to
after their calls are received by her
office or by a visit from a client. These
calls include request for medicalphysical, drugs-alcohol, emotionalpsychiatric, spiritual-family relations,
child abuse, unwed mothers, venereal
disease, clothing, food, fuel, housing,
furniture, clothing, general information, etc
With the many calls and needs of the
community, the Board with the new
Friends of Need Line hopes to raise
additional funding to expand the serSee NEEDL1NE
Page 14, Column 6

Although Cystic Fibrosis, the most
serious lung-damaging disease, is still
incurable, the average life expectancy
of children affected has been increased
from infancy to the teen years, and
many patients now live into young
adulthood. These giant strides of
progress are due to earlier diagnosis
and improved methods of treatment,
which are developed from a better
understanding of the disease.
In addition, the treatment programs
which. C-F patients are using have
proven very effective in alleviating the
suffering and often curing children with
severe asthma, chronic bronchitis,
bronchiectasis and a condition,
sometimes called "childhood emphysema."
"Naturally, we know- riirre today
11111NOS br-NEID LimL,
-TeffTalid-trances
than we ever have before, but we still
Shea, second right, hold the green ( ard for "Friends of Need Line" which
have along vra teAb
ita
siees
le
--ase-oow-lining-prowsieted te-rei.e funds fee the oemice-uegaitination in.4111-41M
--letuwarruttiVealtriwOrr7Ra
1n betGMTftWfllt1t weretflifte,
"Every dollar raised for the Breath of
only has to make a donation of $10 or more. Others pgiured, left to right
Spring Bike-A-Thon means better
are Or. Mark Singer who recently conducted the evaluation .of the
health and a brighter future for
organization,
Marvin Harris, eke-president, and the Rev. Or. David C. Roos,
youngsters etrug,gling for the !breath of
president, respectively of the Need line board.

By LOWELL ATCHLEY Staff Reporter
A series of wall hangings depicting
Murray State University and Kentucky,
designed for a recent alumni
association, gathering, will become a
mainstay at future university-and local
Ions.
.
The hangings, the work of Murray
State University associate professor of
art Karen White Boyd, were first unveiled at the Murray State Alumni
Association banquet last weekend.
Ms. Boyd said in a recent interview it
took six weeks to create a design,
gather materials and finish the work.
Each of the six banners is well over
six feet long and depicts a key aspect of
Murray State University and the state
- Kentucky-recreation, the state
t lower, the state seal and the university
seal, plus the state bird, and tobacco.
"The entire project is designed to
work like a mural and reflect Murray
State and Kentucky," Ms. Boyd said.
'The design took a Sot of- drawing

with the consideration of where it was.
going to hang...I wanted it to be visually
interesting, attractive and symbolic,"
said Ms. Boyd.
Ms. Boyd constructed the banners of
felt cloth and metallic braid. She cut
many of the small detailed pieces by
hand.
Mariel1 VInsoh, director of the
Murray State University Alumni
Association said, "This was done
especially for the alumni association
and the banquet since the governor was
going to be an honored guest. We'll keep
it and hang it at special alumni and
university functions. We hope to be
assigned a place to let it hang permanently in the new student center."
Ms. Boyd said the challenge in
creating the work was in taking symbols like the state and university seals
and turning them into works of art.
Ms. Boyd, who teaches weaving and
textiles at the university, said she
"has never done anything like the
banners, although some thing
similar."

Final examinations for spring' determined when university officials
have checked the candidates to certify
semester day classes at Murray State
that requirements have been met.
University will begin on Monday, May
Both mid-year and spring term
8.
graduates will participate in the cap
Dr. William G. Read, vice-president
arid gown ceremony since no formal
for academic programs, said
graduation exercise is held at the
examinations will begin at 8 a.m. on
conclusion of the fall semester.
that date and continue through Friday,
A spring intersession is scheduled on
May 12. Examinations are being given
the campus Msy15-June 1. Students
to evening classes this week and will be
may earn three semester' hours . of
given to Saturday classes on May-6.
credit fly enrolling in the short session
The examination schedule on the
that spans the gap between the spring
campus leads up to the 55th annual
"Spring teWnmencernent exercise at 10 semester and 9tIMITter seheet.• •••. Students may register in advance for
a.m. on Saturday,. May 13, in, the
unde'raity lieldhouse. Dr.
intezitssigaff CIE'/Or .the..summet Aenu
-8eariettl-president-ef.M4eittleoferteeesee---June-44-Atig,-4-4resit-t0
any week day in the Record Office on
State University far the oast 10 years,
the second floor of Sparks hall
will deliver the graduation address.
Summer commencement exercises
A totoad of 758 students have filed for
will be 2 p.m on Friday. Aug. 4, in
degrees in the ceremonies this spring.
Lovett Auditorium
The exact number of graduates will be

•••
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Betty Riley Is
State Officer
Betty Riley of Rho Chapter
of Arpba Delta Kappa was
elected as corresponding
secretary of the Kentucky
Alpha Delta Kappa at the
meeting held Friday and
-

Perfect
For

•

MOM
or that
Graduate

BULOVA.
A name
you know -on a watch
you can trust

"*t•
V5.•

•••

' •

-

S.

.717-J9W7,77-t4.

4

•

Saturday, April 38 and 29, at
Somerset.
The Grand Sergeant at
Arms, Billie Kernell of
Wheeling, W.VA..,irbstalect the
officers at the luncheon on
Saturday. Other events on
Saturday included workshops
on parliamentary procedure,
predestrian safety, historical
records, etc.
Joanna Sykes. current Rho
president, Bess Kerlick, incoming president, and Sue
Adorns-;-'-immediate past
president, attended the
presidents' breakfast_ cm_
Saturday morning.
.
A reception was held on evening with the Tau
Chapter of Somerset as host
chapter for all events of the
state meeting.
Others attending from Rho
Chapter, Murray. were Agnes
McDaeiel, Linda Feltner,
Albert Korb, and Lucy
Forrest.

SPRING nth- Ast—studentsof Mrs.James Carlin prese_nted

their springpianarecital

on April 23 at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Dwain Taylor, Robinhood Drive, Murray.
Works by the following composers, were perfonneek Bach, Greg, Scarlatti, Bethoven,
Mozart, Bartok, Strauss, Kuhlaw, Eckstein, Phillips, and Thompson. Students pictured,
left* to right, are back row, IGki Karvonis, Kelli Crawford Rhonda Johnston, Amy Noffsingee Terri Wells, Teresa Suiter, Laura McConnelk- front row, Melissa Richerson,
Renee Taylor, Kelly Boles, Charles Cella, Allison Can, and Bill Maddox_

Wedding Planned

CUNNINGHAM BOY..
Mr. and Mrs. Randy Cunningham, 507 Shady Lane,
Murray are the parents of a
baby boy, Andrew Ryan,
weighing six pounds one
ounce, measuring 18 44 inches,
born on Friday, April 28, at
9:25 a.m. at the MurrayCalloway Hospital.
The father is employed a
Cunningham Auto Repair. The
mother is a senior at Murray
State University.
_Grandparents are Mr. and
-Mrs.- W. A. Cunningham and
M. and Mrs. Jack Wager, all
of Muvray. Great grandparents are Mrs. John Barnreuther and Mr. and Mrs.
Russell Wolfe, all of Paducah,
Murle Frank Wagar of Benton
and Mrs. W. G. Parrish of
Murray.
A great great grandmother
is Mrs. Frank Wager,El Paso,
Texas.
,

Wif:
His

'Miss Laurie Rosalind Crass
and Hugh Edward Rollins

Mr. and Mrs. A. B, Crass of Murray announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
..M10111w.eraglan.
Tennis Pairings. Are
Laurie Rosalind, to Hugh Edward Rollins, son of Bill Edward
Rollinsaad Mrs. David Wright of Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Listed For C Group
Jones, Jr., and Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Crass,Sr., all of Murray.
Pairings for the C Group of
The groom-to-be is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Billy P.
Women's* Tennis of the Morgan of Murray and Mrs. William Edward Rollins and the
By Lochie -gut
Murray Country Club for play late Mr. Rollins of Mayfield.
---"I
on Friday, May 5, at 9:30 a.m:
The wedding will take place on Sunday,June 25,at 7:30 p.m.
11
have been released as follows: at the First Christian Church, Murray, with the Rev: Dr. David
*mai
Vickie Miller, Ann Haney, C. Roos to perform the candlelight ceremony.
t
AI%
Yvonne Hamby, and Pat
The couple has extended an invitation to all friends to attend
Binford.
wedding.
the
. 11••••••••
"
Sheila
Grogan, Betty
,•;
minutes
of
From
Seventeen persons from
Williams came from the 10 a.m. At 3 p.m. Repaired to -Buckingham, Beverly Spann,
the First Christian
Murray'Are among the thirtyPresbyterian church.
the. pool and attended to the
and Nancy Fancirich.
Church 1879
Sunday July 13. After the baptism of those who conlour persons from this area
Sue Morris and Marilyn
r ;NO
attending the' Mid -United
sermon, .the hretheren -at.— leased the -night before,-.and_ Adkins._
July 3- according CO' apStates Ballroom Dance
tended to the Breaking of the Standford Schroeder,,
pointment, Bro. Higbee is with
Championships'being held at
Loaf. At 3 p.m. attended to the
July 20 10 a.m. Sermon. J.
''us to assist in holding a
M, •
immersion of Brother Ut- M. Manning came forward
the Columbus Sheratinn Hotel*
protracted meeting. Thursday
terback and Emmitt and John and was reclaimed. Walter
C.oliimbus Ohio. May.4 to 7. .4
Wort the Ist•Lord's day at 8
Curd and Margaret WITIlairi5.--115re glade the confeSSIoTke
o'
clock
p.m',
Sermon by At
These persons will be
the night service Ross ordinance of the Lord's supper
competing in over 100 events Brother Higbast.Saturday at
141;rilkerson, Molly Head and M. was attend to. At 3 -p.m. the
osT people aren't10
championshi
a.m.
Seeman and breaking
af the
p meeting.
Ch40Mi /OP CAS•
17.nente.
A. Cook confessed Chritt.
903 Sycamore St.
aware of where
Green ettai
eer
following were baptised: n. H..
the
Loaf;
They
representing
preaching
are
the
that
1,17 jewels $411.55
overtone
Monday July 14- Sermon. At Ryan, Thos. Daniel, Henry
et help
g
to
turn
l
i
on;
Dance
night. Monday at 10 a.m.
Murray, Ky.-42071
Thurman School of
$54115
With Consumer problems.,
1918 Coldwater Road, Murray. another sermon after which
SO27334909_
of Rosa Wilkinson, Molly Head Coleman, May Manning,
LAS.9over
nment
e
an invitation was given.
Dr. Bryon t. lleackir
and M. A. Cook. At the 8 p.m.- Elizabeth Martin and Walter
Those from Murray will be Mettle Utterback
over
•
has
came for- service,
J. A. Maloan was Hale. Sermon at 8 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Thur- ward and
401 At,
confessed Christ. reclaimed.
Can Chiropractic Help Me?
The right hand of
man and sons, Craig and
Monday July 21 Sermon at 8
Tuesday-10 a.m. Sermon. fellowship
separate
was extended to p.m. Della Curd, James Hale
Ashley, gfr. and Mrs. Morris
This mitstion is probably one of the most frequently
At 3 o'clock p.m. immersed
Brother Ross Wilkerson, M. A. Chas. E. Frazier, Constantine
agencies
Baucum, Mr., and Mrs. Joe
asked by people who haven't yet tried chiropractic,
Sister Mattie Utterback. After
Cook J. E.- Meloan and Sister Frazer, John Curd, Edward
Cowin, Mr and Mrs. Don
and it is one which can only be answered by
set up to
the night service, Tenia Curd
a
Chiropractic physician fo/lowinjua-- thorough
Molly Head.
Brock and daughter, Rebecca,
Diuguid, and Lewis Utterback
aid
people
Wednesday at 3 p.m. Wedexamination
to
determine
Tuesday
Edmonds,
July 15- At the r:onfessed Christ.
the exact nature of
Mrs: lenace
Mrs.
wiih •
nesday night Mattte E. Wear
problem and the extent of neuro-musculoskeletal the
nignt service Amandy Oury,
Pam Mavity, Mr. and Mtg.
inTuesday July 22- At 4 p.m. .
problems
• and Rachel Utterback eonvolvement in its casue.
--=*-4-r-Allart-Roars,.ancLAlr and Mrs.
Katy
Jones,
Scott,
.-epaired
Jenny.
to
the
water
attend
to
It
is
in
this
relationship between the nerves and
I'd Christ. ;f:'M.-Wear and
4fd(
ti
Betty- McKnight,----Ella Hate- to the baptism of those who
-Hunter Love. The other
and their dysfunction that a Chiropractor dealsjoints
Market-with.
E. J. Starks were reclaimed.
and Leona Jones confefilied- tonfeWhen
• tieveriteen persbns attending
he
find such a problem he tries to do more than
sted-thellight het
iaCeeenele
Tht_right hand of felloivship
p
just relieve the symptoms. tie tries to rehabilitate and.
from Mayfield, Paducah,
pzia.. after the sermon T, A.,
warextended to Sisters Mattie
stabilise the entire body through the judicious use of
Wednesday- Baptismal rites- Covington, Simp Erwin, Chas.
113 S 4th
LaCenter, . Paducah,
'T.Itterback and Tenia Curd, J.
Murray. Ky
therapy, diet -and nutritional advice and exercise
were given to those who Bogard, Thos-.- J. Me-Keel
Metropolis, M., and Grand M
and
ay
r
Wear and E. J. Starks.
programs so the problem doesn't come back again.
confessed Christ Tuesday confessed Christ. Frank
Chain, M.
Chiropractic hes helped many different types of
Thursday at 10 a.m. Sermon
night. At the 8 p.m. service Diuguid was reclaimed.
problems, some of which are listed below, but the only
by Brother Higbee, after
guide
on
how
to
9et
Lizzie Menill, Ida Curd and
way to know if it CAN help you'steal* your ChiropracWednesday July 23 at 10
which an invitation was-Weer'.
tor
Sally Bonds confessed Christ.- a.m.- Repaired to the water-- assistance from Mx.
andRita complete QWacn1naticn.
and Sister Lottie Scott from
governmen•t,
They were immersed next and attended the baptismal
the Methodist church came
14.5. Consumer Product
afternoon.
services. Our meeting then
forward and desired imNeedoches
Arthritis
Thursday- Sermn by closed. The congregation met
Safety
or Anyone Else!
mersion into the Church of
Nervousness
Asthma
Brother Higbee. No con- and Brother Wm. Ryan made
Washingto
D.0
20207
n
Christ. At the 8 p.m. meeting,
This classic is back Whiplash
Sciatica
fession_
the confession of tin wrongs
or call -tett-free
Ewing Graham confessed
Friday and Saturday at 11:40
Friday July 18- 8 p.m. After and was restored in full
800-638-2666
During the month of May in recognition of National
Christ. The right hand of
the evening sermon, Hassitt fellowship. Fifty two persons
Posture Month, we will be giving courtesy postural
(In Marylanc1.1
at the Cheri
fellowship as extended to
R. Bridges. Una Daniel, Irene were added to the church
examinations and .evaluations to all school children
Eduso-492-293t
T EC WM IC.01.011
Sisters Wear and Utterback
when requested by their parents. Please call for apand ask for Fact
Boyd, Virginia Hale, and _during the meeting.
and Lottie Scott.
pointment and specify this exawination.
sheet *52.
Jerome
Wellington
confessed
A.
H.
Wear
was
the
church
July 11-10 a.m. Sermon. At 3
Christ.
•
-clerk who recorded the above
p.m. immersion of Ewing
Saturday July
Sermon at minutes.
Graham. After the 8 p.m.
sermon, A. M. Wear and Jack
Sayer confessed Christ. Sister
V TIME'S
Jessie V. Covington from the
Baptist church came forward
and desired to unite with the
Christian Church.
Values to $26 00
Saturday July 12 at -10
o'clock a.m. preaching. at 3
p.m. attended to the im•'
mersion of Brothers Wear and
Sayer. At 8 pin. Sermon. John
Ai*
'..-• %
'Andrew Utterback, Emmitt
•
By MRS.W.P. WILLIAMS
Curd and John Curd confessed
Christ. Sister Margaret
This weather is rather' things" Then set out Azaleas.
exasperating to a gardener
Rhododendrens. Or try the
who has small plants • and
Values to $11.00
Virginia Bluebell with its
wants so badly to set them out delightful pink and blue
Ends UMW
in the yard. The wind dries
blossoms Do you need a
"Swipe nine if 7:31,ylo
them out, the cold air touches ground cover/ Set our Via
their foliage, it is toe chilly to
Minor or Pachysandra that
water them so we wiafor a
will completely cover those
STA11/715106101HINISt
- -be Week
more pleasant day.
bare spots under trees where
Jane Fonda
I 7.20,910 +2:30 Sun. I
Values to $1600
I am always anxious to get grass will not grow. Balsams,
*Vanessa
started on planting things. Pinks or Lities of the Valley
After a long winter, I .look
Redgra ve
will all do well in the shade
forward to seeing new plants One of my favorites is the
40i
in the ground But another
Torenia, or Wishbone Flower
week should do it. I have The pansy like blooms with a
some tiny parsley plants
°W88
wishbone plainly marked on
coming up from seed and I its petals is such a cheerful
U17 US ENTERTAIN YOU
will put them out today , little flower that it gives you a
regardless of the chill breeze
lift.
N•is Our
Values to $22 00
I had put out my hanging
Many of the dwarf forms of
;15,9.30 2:30Sten. I
baskets during the wa-rn
Marigolds and Zinnias will
days of last week, and then
tolerate quite a bit of shade
Psi(1VV
had to go brii.g thein all in
And for a border, nothing can
again at the threat of frost
beat that sweet Impatiens or
Values to $22 00
We just have to go along with
Sultana. They will take more
weathtt corWitions, knowing
than
sun
most
shade loving
One Moro Week'
that warm pleasant days are
plants
7 20.9.06 4 2 30
ahead
Try new things, put some of
One lovely thing that can be
these plants in the sun and see
planted no 'a a lily. There
what happens_ Just so they
N()%
are various kinds and colors, are protected from the hottest
and all of them beautiful,. I
Aifternoon sun
1959
put banin;oT the Pink
If you want a very loyeTy
lilies .in last week and am
shrub, try one of .the
°ItriL4L-711tiormwagit.
--1-60EMirrWIPITIERTrirf bMnTtr'It
Pq
TA,
AribiAM.YYLM6i011RFrition to seeing them
will grow part shade and'
blooM. They do not require
will develop blooms that will
special attention, just good 'make you breathless with
At The Drive-in
soil ancUight shade during the
their beauty.
Both (A)
This Weekend
hottest part of the day
Make yowl shady places
Do you have shade that
beauty spots It is so easy to
prevents your planting most
do_
-oramm.
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Managing Pet Diseases
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daughter,
ill Edward
. Walter
of Murray.
. Billy P.
• and tile

joints
with.
e than
te and,
-use of .
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only

Q: Mrs. C.F. writes that giene practices mentioned cautiously handled, espeshe and her husband are can reduce the chances of cially their litter boxes,
considering giving their harm from these infec- particularly by a pregnant
tions.
son a -art, probably a dog.
woman. This disease can
They want a discussion on
As for some of the dis- have serious effects on an
preventing hazards from eases, bites are the most unborn infant. Dackity,
frequent sources of infec- these infections are unpets.
A. In a recent publi
tions from the teeth of common among cats.
ByAbiciailVan Buren .
release, the Texas Medical animals. When bites occur,
Various skin problems in
DEAR ABBY: When I married my husband,
Association recommended the wound should be animals, such as
I
thought
he was a charming, polite gentleman. After
the Wowing to decrease cleaned immediately by ringworm, "which is a
one month, I
still feel the same way -except for one thing:
chances of getting sick soaping and washing it fungus infection, are comthe
he insists on
sleeping on the floor!
freely. It is wise to call a mon and should be treated
from pets:
He is a forest ranger, and he believes that sleeping on--* Secure only healthy physician or to take the promptly by appropriate
the floor is healthy. We have an arrangement whereby
bitten person -to an emer- -medicines for-animals. afiifliat: -rt a petI
sleep on the floor with him tree nights a week, he
tained from a dealer-, be gency room if the wound is
-Allergies result in
sleepa
in bed with me three nights a week, and on
sure that he is reputable.
deep or if the skin is humans from the dander
Tuesdgy_we
retire to our respective corners.
swftrAMINES-McSweet Adefiries presented a-special program ofmusk atthe
— Teach children tdo-wash
and hair of pets.. If such
lacerated.
-- I-cant take this much lonier. My back is killing me. My -- meeting of the Murray Welcome
their hands after handling_ Since bites are so coax, ailments _occur, the aniWagon Club held April 13 at the First Christian Chur
husband and I agree to abide by whatever you decide. My
animals and to avoid ant-. mon (several hundred mals in the home should be
ch. Linda Reeder, the leader, is also a member of the Lakeside Singers at Kenlake.
Pichusband is sureyou Will agree with him because you will
--mai
filth. Adults should thousand are reported mentioned to a physirian.
tured,
left
right,
to
seated,
Pat Miller, Flora Sautel, standing Bonita Schwab, Linda
know that sleeping on a hard surface is healthier. I say you
follow the same practice.
If any illness d
annually), vaccination of.
Reeder, Ruth Eversmeyer, Martha Crafton, Sandra Rogers, Jennifer Heegel, Carolyn
will agree with me because a husband should be loyal to
Immuniz
-pets
e
'on
ask
a veterinarian
animals
against
rabies
is
Turner, Barbara Brandon, Jeannette Rogers, Jo Anne Cavitt, Rebecca Dublin,
his wife. What do you say?
and
schedule according to the important. If the, animal physician whether it aniMiriam
Olree.
Members
of
the Welcom Wagon Club expressed appreciation to the
BRUISED IN GOLETA
advice of a veterinarian. has not been vaccinated, it mal-related.
_singing group for their special musical program.
Rabies vaccination is very should be caged and
To get the most pleasure
DEAR BRUISED: I say it's "healthier" to sleep on a
essential.
watched to see if rabies and benefit from having a
firm surface, but for those of us who are accustomed to
- If an animal becomes will develop.
pet, resolve to try to care
sleeping in beds, the floor is too "firm" for comfort.
handle it carefully and
Dogs can carry for it properly and to keep
Compromise. Get an extra-firm mattress (or a bed board
seek professional care in tapeworms, and their eggs it healthy.
for your husband's side of the bed) and sleep together full
the diagnosis and treat- can be passed along to the
time.
ment.
mouths of children if they
- Keep a pet's bedding come in contact with conDEAR ABBY: Am I a dope to accept an engagement
ring from a guy who admitted it was the same diamond he
The Murray Woman's club reservations through the and feeding Utensils sepa- taminated feces. Such ingave a girl three years ago? I didn't ask him any questions
will have Mrs. Anita Poore, department chairmen- or by rated from those for fested children should be
because I never knew him when he was engaged to her.
diagnosed and treated by a_
Benton, as guest speaker at calling Mrs. Ronnie Jones, humans.
Fortunately, most ani- physician. Cats can carry
and I figured it wasn't any of my business., Right?
the annual installation dinner 753-6134, hfis.-lulie Smith, 753- mal infectious
diseases are
Well, a very good friend of Alan's said she thought I was
meeting to be held on 9802, or Mrs. Effie Vaughn, harmless and are fairly roundworrhs which require-a dope for accepting a second-hand engagement ring. But,
similar
Tuesday, May 9, at 6:30 p.m. 753-3158. Reservations should uncommon. Others can be treatment prevention or
Abby, he had the diamond reset, so it's not like it was the
.
at the club house on Vine be made by early Menday prevented_ or readily 'Cats can carry
same ring. Do you think I was a dope?
toxo- About 74 percent of an egg
Street, Murray.
tpong, May 8.
relieved, and the good hy- plasznosis and should_ be is water.
Mrs.,Poore, governor of the isFirst District of the Kentucky
DEAR PENNY: New if Alan -ean fell two birds (chicks,
Federation of Womelics
one srtune, thtsreir MY harm done.
•
(P.S. Keep your eye on that "good friend" of Alan's who
will instant:le officers for the thought you were "a dope"- just to make sure she doesn't
1978-79 year along with the
take you for on*.
new chairmen of each of the
ten departments-el the club.
DEAR ABBY i I met 'a very wonderful man a year-a.Prior to the dinner a
He's been a widowiir for three years and I'm recently
7-4EM8ER OF ti1E MONTH
memorial service will be held
divorced. We got sericais about four months ago, and I
-r- Evelyn Tapp was named at 5:4,6 pm.in the club
house
Moved into his home which is very beautiful.
as member of the month of garden for the members
of the
I love.him very much and he says he "cares for me," but
the Welcome Wagon Club club who have died during
the
-Tor -Wer-Ward-Wo
-ik given W past year.-They ufeTtide-IV
He rarely speaks of his late wife, but this house gives me
her to the club during her Barbara Brown, Mrs. Jean
the creeps. It is a museum of mementos, with pictures of
his dead wife in every room. I just hate waking up in the
stay in Murray as a new Bordeaux, Mrs. Ruth Pasco,
morning to be greeted by pictufes of her in our bedroom!
member.
The
an- and Mrs. Frances _Miller.
• Do I dare suggest that he put them away?
nouncement was made at Music will be provided by
M. I. UNREASONABLE(?)
the April meeting of the club Mrs. Sarah Sills and- the
at the basement of the First memorial service will be
DEAR M.: If you want to contiaue the relationship,
Christian
Church. The club conducted - by Mrs. Lois
don't make aay suggestions. Perhaps you need to be
reminded that the house is HIS, and YOU moved in.
will have its annual auction Sparks.
In
charge
of
the
and white elephant sale on
TEAR AEIVY: Do you think a man who would cheat on
arrangements for the dinner Thursday,
May
11,
7:30
at
p.
his expense account would cheat on his wife?
m. at the basement of the will be the Sigma and Garden
WILMA
firm Christian Church. Linda Departments.
DEAR WILMA: Only amen 14 ho-can't resist nice round .Kright, president, urges the —Mrs. Peggy---Bmingttnr,
president, urges SR membert
figures.
public to attend.,
to attend and to make
If you put 'off writing letters because you don't know
what to say, get Abby's booklet, "How to Write Letters
For All Occasions." Send $1 and a long, stamped (24 cents)
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.

Murray Woman's Club

Randy Lovett, juvenile
probation officer, spoke at a
recent meeting of the Hazel
Woman's _Club' held at Dee's
Bank Community room.
M. Lovett explained that

Doi:Mae
Okieland Ceinler

juvenile court is somewhat
different than a court for offenders who are over 18 years
of age. He said juvenile court
has fines, but no court cost: no

.JUST ARRIVED
NEW MOON KIDS
OVERALLS&
T-SHIRT OUTFITS

Choose From
Grandma s("emus
Basic Training Army Fatigues
The Slugger Baseball Uniform
I m The Boss Over Alls
fin Brand New Over Ails

right for bail but only 72 hours
allowed .before a detention
hearing must he held.
The officer said over 200
cases a year go before the
judge in Calloway County;
that files'on juvenile offenders
arei_confidential,_ and ,punishment for juvenile offenders
may include 'fines, work
assignments, jail or referral
to the Department of Human
Resources.
Lovett pointed out that the
club members might be
helpful by reporting cases of
child abuse or child neglect,
by working with
understanding the children if
they should find themselves in
court, and by supporting a
youth center in the community.
During the business session
the Hazel club showed strong
favor for the youth center.
according to Mrs, Max Parks,
president, who presided.
Flosteses were Mrs. Tommy
Story and Mrs. Gerald

THIS TIME
MAKE IT
HOTPOINT.
DELUXE
BUILT IN
POT1VASHER
DISHWASHER
/
WITH
POWER 3CRIllr
CYCLE
+fatpspin t
Model 50A912

COMESEE THEM TCDAY

Ci-ist,iiiLDR
EN'S CORNER 1
located in Downtown Murray

Woof iontucity
*Fpftere• Confer
Alt

Moral
753-4471
Across hem Wool' Meg..
lisoripuberil
Appliances Are Our ONI
RutInfos s /

: Beautifully fashioned dresses that know no limits for city,
for traveling times,these are the fantastic new summer •
dream from Brighl's. We have more styles than You can
siTY60 aftlhafF IntIttilfit'slnItritgrytiffrChoate from Sleevelem,cap sleelve, three-gildei.
sleeve,short sleeve and long sleeve in all of your favorite
textures and fashion colors for summer.26.1111te 18.1111
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Thursday, May 4
Thursday, May 4
• Arnerioan
Diabetes
Middle School PTC meeting
Association will meet at First cancelled for today and
Presbyterian Ouch at seven rescHedlited for May
P. m,
Friday, May 5
Church Women United will
observe May Fellowship Day
at the First Baptist Church at
ten a.m. with Euple Ward of
Need Line as speaker. A
Thursday,•May 4
potluck luncheon will follow in
Annual awards day c'er- the Fellowship Hall across the
mony of the ROTC will be street from the church.
from 3:30'to 4:30 p.m. in the
Student Center Auditorium,
Members of the First United
Murray State University.
Methodist Church invite the
—public tor join them in honoring
Annual intersquad Blue- Dr.and Mrs. James A. Fisher
. Gold football game will begin on 'their retirement in the
Mr. and-Mi a. C. W. Jones of 11'18 -South Sixteenth Street, _am._ at Stewart'Murray,announce the engagement and approaching -marriage Stadium.
•
of their daughter, Glenda Mae, to Henry Houston Harried, son
Recitals by Douglas Clem,
Soprano recital by Vicki
of Mrs. H. H. Harned and the late Henry Hewitt Harned of
Herms, Louisville will be at Danville, Ill., bass trombone,
Frankfort.
8:15 p.m. in Farrell Recital will be at seven p.m. and by
Miss Jones is a graduate of Murray College High, Murray
Hall, -Price Doyle Fine Arts—.Daniel Golando, Jamestown,
State University, and Auburn University. Her sorority is Alpha
Murray
Center,
State N. Y., trumfiet, will be at 8:15
Sigma Alpha. She is a systems analyst for the Department for
University.
Human Resources in Frankfort.
p.m., beth in Farrell Recital
Mr. Harned is a graduate of Pranklin County High,School and
Hall.- Fine Arts Center,
Special program on "Wet or Murray State University. "
is attending Kentucky State University. He is a programmerDry: The Community's
ahalyst for the Kentucky State Police in Frankfort.
Choice" will be present at the
Shopping for Senior Citizens
The wedding take will take place on Saturday. June 10, at
Calloway County Public will be held at 9:30 a.m. and
3:30 p.m. at the South Frankfort Presbyterian Church, FrankLibrary at seven p.m.. Speaker one p.m. Call 753-09,29 Fy nine
fort.
will be Kenneth Hoover, a.m. and 11:30 a.m. for
Marty Mattis,-and Dr. .Terry transportation. Money fol
Foreman.
•
Opryland trip on June 3 is due
today

tty Marylou Blosser, R.N.
Fatigue .
.
Getting tired is a universal
experience, and not an unpleasant one. This "tired all
over" feeling is the kind that
all of us feel at the end of a
busy day. This type of fatigue
is experienced by healthy
Individuals in the -normal pursuit of their e%eryda) activi
ties. We all grow tired as the
day progresses.
Normal fatigue is a reduced
capacity to , perform work,
mental or physical, resulting
from performance and recoverable by rest. A good night's
sleep and rest should take
rare ot_normal fatigue._ When

high-pressure living, weoften
push ourselvet beyond the
limits of °or ability to recover
through the amount of sleep
and rest we gime ourselves.
The remedy -does not lie in
eating vitamins or,self-medi
cation, but in seeking medical
help,
Too often we modeensettud
to push and pull Coo hard. We
all need to remember that
much can be accomplished
merely by relaxing and "letting go."

We are pleased to announce that
Carla Ramsey, bride-elect of Larry
Zadieretti, his seleCted her China,
and Crystal from our complete
bridal registry.
Carla and Larry will be married
June .15. 1978.

A
cc +In...miry service
of the- Health
Dept rtment General Confetence ot
Seventh clay Adventists

and Henry Houston Hanle('

Xi Alpha Delta chapter of
Friday, May 5
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
Wrangers Riding Club .will
the Ellis Center at 7:30 p.m.
ride at seven p.m. at the club.

Hardin-Days..1978. _will open_
with a country Music show
this evening.

A bountiful 'Fneiilf•CO(174trishi-shrimp mates, hush puppies.
fries or baked potato,
Stockade Toast. Fnday
after'S. til Sunday closing.

Sit down to a
real steak meal,
instead!

In
FOR Alt YOUR
CARPET
NEEDS
733.0707

Saturday May 6
Murray Jazz Trio will be
presented in a free concert at
the Calloway County Public
Library at seven p.m.

a person is "permanently fatigued," the condition is abnormal. Less healthy is the
fatigue that is not relieved by
rest, tiredness that persists
even after a good night's
sleep. Your physician is well
qualified to analyze the cause
of persistent, chronic fatigue
. There are many,factors that
_have a direct effect on our
resistance to fatigue. Our environment in which we-rie
and work, and the ,way in
which each person responds
to it, have a great deal to do
with our efficiency. If over
work is the source of fatigue,
the remedy lies in more rest,
reaticat and sleep, Fatigue
is your body's protective
Warning device. If you ignore
the warning arid _push your
ind on, you. put it
body
under a strain. Two much of
this kind of strain may. cause
serious damage.

106 N. 4th St.

(Across From the Murray Ledger 8 Timis)

HOURS: 9:30 to 5:00 Mon.-Sat.

have effects on-,the onset of
Tennessee will present a
program at the Locust Grove
Church of the Nazarene,
Kirksey, at 7;30 p.m.
- Square and round dancing
will be held at the WOW Hall
at 7:30 p.m.
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
F. dr A. M. will meet at èVen
P.m.

cuperate more quickly than
adults. Older people's recovery from fatigue may be quite
Th`e fatigue which results
rm muscular activity has a
sic effect upon the organs of
body, which is passed off
hile the body is at rest. Cells
.ire replaced, repaired Ity.
-wholesome rest. In this age of

Famous Brand Shoes

Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta
Kappa will have a , potluck
luncheon at twelve noon at the
home of Agnes McDaniel. 902
South 17th Street.
Derby Day Party for the
Murray Country Club will
begin with armchair races at
2:30 p.m and dinner at seven
p.m.
In
charge - of
arrangement are Buddy
Farris, Messrs and Mesdames
Arm Villanova, Bob Billingten,
Bobby
Johnson, Buddy
Buckingham, Gene McCutcheon, and hJames Moore.
West Kentucky.Horesman's
Association kickoff show will
be held at six p.m.

The Unique •
Back Support
System promises "
4.
no morning backache
from sleeping on a too
soft mattress. Designed in
cooperation with leading orthopedic surgeons for firm support with.
out sacrificing comfort,. And this firmness
is built in to stay in. But Make sure ... if it
doesn't say Sealy Posturepedic, it isn't a Posturepedic!

-Extraordinary Offer!
30 Night Trial
Buy any Posturepedic set. Try it for 30 nights
and 30 mornings. If you're not 100 percent
satisfied we'll take it back-exchange it for other
bedding or refund your purchase price. Limited
time offer.

Hardin Days 1978 activities
include country ham
breakfast at six a.m , parade
at nine a. m.. arts and crafts
show, flea market, Fort
Campbell Sky-Divers. Boy
Scout drill team, and horse
show.
Sunday, May 7
Voice and piano students of
Mrs. Linday will present a
musical spring gala at three
p.m. at the fellowship Hall,
First Baptist Church. Public is
invited.
Gary Galloway. Paducah,
piano, and Jeannie Crowell
Read, Paducah, soprano, will
present a joint recital at 3:30
p.m in the Farrell Recital
Hall Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University.
"Keen Age Pageant" will be
held at Fern terrace Lodge at
one p. in. with entertainment
by the Gospel Echoes of
Paducah, Molly Ross, and
Mary Toy.
Community bike ride will be
held from eight to ten a.m
This will be a 15 miles' trip
starting and ending at Spoke
and Pedal Bike Stop Call 7530388 to sign up,4o? the bike
ride.

per selection Of classic
• skirt sets. A sure winner4
Reg. 2999
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Garrott's Galley -
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By SY FtAMSEY
Associated Press Writer

An AP News Analyses

•

•

•

Secondary Elective State
Offices Up Vote Next Year
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)- In case
you're interested the state's secendary
elective offices are up for a vote next
year as well as the gubernatorial and
lieutenant governor positions.
Some are important,such as attorney
general, which has a growing staff that
handles consumer protection, and
auditor, as incumbent George Atkins
has proven with his well publicized
_auriiie_of-the-administratton-Pf--Gov. Julian Carroll:
Some are basically rnioisterial
administrative, such as treasurer and
itcretary of state.
All are characterized 'by a constitutional ban oc succession in office.
So are governor and lieutenant
governor. But whereas a governor then
may try for U.S. senator, for example,
and a lieutenant,governor for goVernor,
.,- the secondary officeholders usually
-settle for the game of monies& chairs-simply changing seats on the same levelso oreseft-Mvis,something of a
bi these mafters, is reportedly
looking to election as treasurer in 1979.
Undoubtedly, some other secondary
officeholders will then cast eyes on the
secretary of state post Davis must
vacate, which is part of the political entertainment.
"I cannot deny that I am giving
serious consideration to running for
treasurer," Davis said in an interview.
Translated, this means he is off and
running for treasurer, a post he held in
the previous four-year term.
Davis will have certain advantages in
hiscampaign to grab the chair on which
he formerly sat-Aside from being a Democrat,.which

Today In History

t

r.

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, May 4, the 124th
day of 1978. There are 241 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Misdate in 1904, the United States
took possession of the Panama Canal
Zone.
On this date:
In 1626, Dutch colonizer Peter Minuit
landed on Manhattan Island.. It was
Minult who bought the island from the
Indians for trinkets worth $24.
In 1814, Napoleon Bonaparte went
into exile on the island of Elba.
In 1863,: Confederate forces defeated
Union troops in the Civil War Battle of
Chancellorsville, Va.
In 1942, the World War II Battle of the
Coral Sea began.
In 1945, German troops in Denmark
surrendered as the Allies neared victory in World War II.
In 1961, the first group of freedom
riders set out by bus from Wasington.
D.C., for New Orleans to challenge
segregation in interstate buses and at
terminals
Ten years ago: The Soviets announced ratification of a consular
agreement with the United States after
stalling four years.
Five years ago: Gen. Alexander Haig
was named an assistant to President
Richard Nixon as Nixon began to
rebuild a White House staff devastated
by the Watergate scandal.
One year ago: The U.S. and Vietnam
agrited in talks in Paris that the U.S.
would net veto Vietnam's admission it,
the United Nations and would lift a
trade embargo after diPloniatle

is true of the entire current ticket,
Davis is as avid a handshaker and
backslapper as any State politician and
has labored carefully to avoid making
enemies.•
More important, he actually can
stake out a specific area of progress
about his previous post, aside from
sprouting generalities about his
devotion to public service.
- treasurer
- During- Davie's
tenure, there was considerable unrest
about the (act that the state was handing many banks a charitable bonus by
depositing funds with them at little or
no interest. .
Eventually, that was rectified to the
extent that the Commonwealth began
collecting money from its scores of millions of idle dollars.
And Davis claims that one of his most
successful programs was the process of
overnight investmentsa high interest
fields, which he said yielded the state
more than $4 million in 1975.
Of'courserSkeptica can contend that
Davis merely was a col-in the ad-ministration wheel which rolled into

Jimmy's White House

WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Carter's family seems to manage its
privacy better than most White House
- occupants.
Although wife, Rosalynn, and
daughter, Amy, have household faces
to go with their household names, they
have demonstrated they can venture
forth from the White House and attract
surprisingly little attention.
For example, can you imagine 10year-old Amy going out with friends to
a hamburger _restaurant- without- attracting reporters and photographers.
That's exactly what she did the
weekend her father was canvasstrig
administration shortcomings at Camp
David, Md., with his Cabinet and senior
staff.
Amy, who did not go to Camp David,
went to a local eatery with Mary Fitzpatrick. her nurse; Courtney Moore,
daughter of presidential assistant
F'rank Moore, and Caitlin West, a San
Diego girl who became Amy's friend
after a reporter introduced them last
year.
The Washington press corps didn't
learn of the excursion until two weeks
later.
In similar fashion, Rosatyrm Carter
last week visited an inner city housing
rehabilitation project here without a
singlereporter or news photographer in
attendance. And she enjoyed similar
privacy a few weeks ago when she
toured the District of Columbia General
Hospital.

C,ourtney Moore's father, who is
Carter's chief lobbyist on Capitol Hill,
was unhappy last week after an administration critic was reported to have
complained the president was too tightfisted to supply congressmen with
multiple prInts of pholes taken with
Carter,
"We fill every congrailional request
Today's birthday" -Actreas .kilarily - tbrprtitts,- raid Moore-41M MernrrerHepburn is 49 years old. Opera singer wants them, we'll supplY a dozen, 20 or
40"
Roberta Peters is 48.
Thought for today: I don't know who
Moore suffered something of a
my grandfather was. I am much more
concerned to know what his grandson personal embarrassment last week
will be. -- Abraham Lincoln, 1809-1865. when he overslept and missed an 8:15
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that innovation under pressure and
criticism. But at the ieast_he went along
and at most participated with enthusiasm.
•
Davis, 55, is a native of Shelbyville
and also has been a clerk of the Kentucky Court of Appeals, another
elective office,
_ During the dry years of the last state
Republican administration, he was
district- manager 'Dr ttfe-trisurance
•
company
•
"There is a lot of politicial activity
going on in the state and I'm talking to
as many people as I can regarding the
future,” Davis said.
But the affable official is ever the
loyal Democrat.
"I am presently concentrating on
helping the party with the 1978 races,"
he said. "I won't officially announce
until after the November election."
That's right in line with the theocy
Dear Editor:
Democratic bigwigs. are still peddling
We woild like to extend our personal
with a straight face: that any_ overt.
-thanks-te--you--for-helping during ow:
political scatty for 1979 could be
Calloway County Clean Up Day on April
harmful to colleagues running for
22.
Senate and Congress this year.
Without your responsive assistance,
this undertaking would not have enBy FRANK CORMIER
joyed such success.
Associated Press Writer
Very truly yours,
Robert 0. Miller
County Judge-Executive

Letter To The Editor
Thanks For Help

Carter- Family
Manages Privacy

appOintitnt with Carter. Moore,
press secretary Jody Powell and others
had attended a concert by country
singer Willie Nelson the night before.
Perhaps it was coincidence but
Moore's daily appointments on the days
that followed were set back to 8:45 a.m.
and, by week's end, had slipped to 9
a in.
Richard Keiser, the bald Secret
Service agent often mistaken in public
for formerPresident-Fordrwri
ll -he replaced later this month as Carter's
chief bodyguard.
The 43-year-old Keiser, who has been
head of the White House detail of the
Secret Service since 1973, will be
promoted to deputy assistant director
for protective operations.
A veteran professional, Keiser has
spent 14 of his 16 years as an agent in
the demanding task of guarding
presidents.

ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented, tor- the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray -Ledger 84,g
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which, parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
he a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, tr,\ respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed-with a letter to the
editor.
By- the same token, if an issue has
— tug been diacuaaact.oh-theipage and
a reader feisitrtnatlisSiTe
the attention of the general publoc.
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.

iuiuläst

Looking Back

10 Years AO

'16th
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picker. For years, I would faithfully tongue must have been hanging out a
draws name in the office "Derby Pot," foot.
but only in 1943 when Johnny Longden
t+ t
rode Count Fleet to victory in the
They
had
no
more
than pet him in his
Louisville classic did I ever pull out a
stall before all the starting gates burst:winner.
The only ticket I ever actually bought open and here they came all except Hot,:
on a horse race turned out to be an Coffee. We had troulk finding him in
absolute $2-disaster. I bought it at all the dust. He ran, but he didn't have
Florida's(lull stream Park in the early in hi heart or his legs. He was pooped!
1960s. We were there%with a convention He couldn't have beaten Pete Panzera;
group, and the plan was to take all our across a parking lot.
in the eight-horse field,
guests to G-ulLstream for an afternoon
and Inny memory is correct they were
of racing.
The morning we were to go, we parading the horses to the gate for the
noticed pur Maryland sales manager fifth race when he finally came in. •
My horse not only ran last, but I think
going about the hotel's dining.. room
muttering over and over, "Hot coffee, that was his last race.
I know it was my last ticket win,
hot coffee." We thought he needed help
and offered him a cup of steaming hot place or show.
coffee, but he pushed it away, saying,
"No,not that! Hot COffee in the 4th this
afternoon!"
I had never heard of "Hot Coffee"
before, or since, for that matter, but
there was a horse by that name running
Dedication ceremonies for the new
in the fourth ,race that afternoon at
agriculture engineering building,
Gulfstream. When we reached the
named for E. B. Howton, chairman of
park, there he was listed with seven
the Agriculture Department of Mtutarother entries. It was a four-furlong run,
State University, will be held May 15.
whatever that was.
The building is on North
Street,
++ +
Murray.
One of my_ friends and I decided to
Phillip Kim Smith,son of Mrs. Quava
plunge.„ We would just risk a couple Smith and the late Eugene Smith, has
bucks each on old Sot Coffee. After all, been awarded a $400 scholarship by the
our sales manager friend had been Murray State University Alumni
quite confident and convincing. I think Association. He is a senior at the
hot Coffee's odds were something like 5 University School.
to 1 and $10 if he won would bur a pretty'
Jan Erwin Cooper and Ada Sue
nice dinner in Miami at that time.
Hutson of Murray High, Cathy Lou
We bought our tickets 'and settled Harr* of Calloway High,, and David
back to Watch the race.We could almost Otley Sinclair of University School are
taste a medium-well steak when the seniors who have been awarded Board
horses were led past the grandstand. of Regents scholarships at Merray,
'Hot Coffee turned out to be a big, State University.
brown, feisty horse. He acted as if he
Nancy Lynn Story, daughter-of Mr.
couldn't wait for the start, jerking and and Mrs. Randolph 'Lynn Story of
pitching around nervously all the way Murray, was married to Richard
to the starting gate.
Russell White, son of Mr. and Mrs.
"
-Lxictits-iiiretritt Cliff- knows- his -hor- 'Edward R. -Mitre- of Delray Beach,
ses," I said to my friend. "He looks like Fla. on April 13.
he can fly!"
U. S. Army Lt. Colonel Vernon F.
++ +
Curd, son of Mr. and Mrs. S. R. Curd of
Moments later, they were putting the Dexter, is now stationed at Wrighthorses in the starting gate way up at Patterson AFB ,Ohio.
one end of the track. Then all of a
sudden there was a lot of commotion up
there. Handlers were running from all
over to one of the stalls. An ambulance
came bursting out of somewhere and
An art exhibit of selections by every
raced to the starting gets. Soon the
child in school will be shown at the
crowd was told what had happened.
meeting of the Murray Biel School
One of the harese- had-thrown and
Parent-Teacher Associition to be held
rather patrifellythjered, his jockey,
oil Mai 1._ileSpilint t44__ AIM A.
guess it. The unruly horse was Hot Doherty, PTA president.
Coffee:The race would be delayed:
Deathili ,Jiied include Lester Dunn,
The next thing we knew here came a
age 45, Mrs.:Ima-McClain, age 58 and
rider and horse galloping down the
Larry Melvin Cotton.
track with Hot Coffee Strung out behind
Ann Herron and Jean Wiggins,
them on a lead line. They disappeared
librarians at Murray State College,
into the chute leading to the paddock., attended the third annual Midwest
Minutes, which seemed like hours,
Academic Librarians Conference held
passed before here thay came out
at Southern Illinois University in
again,this time with a new jockey up on
Carbondale, III., April 25-26.
Hot Coffee. Back up the track to the
A party in honor of the new officers of
starting gate they raced,the lead horse
the Murray Jaycees was held by Mr.
and rider pulling our horse behind
and Mrs. Maurice Crass, Jr., and Mr.
them.
and Mrs. Harold Beaman at the Crass
•
I'm sure by the time old Hot Coffee
home.
got in his stall at the starting gate, he
Mr. aM-NETTITI'rir
Twill
was so tired he couldn't have-tholsa Dye'sburg,
theanother jockey if he tried. He already
engagement of their daughter, Patricia
_
had been up and down that track three
Ann,to James Hunter Love, soicd Mr.
times, twice almost at a dead run. His
and Mrs. Huntnr Love of Murray.

This is a big weekend in KentuckyDerby Weekend.
The roads will be choked with folk"heading for Churchill Downs Ia,
-Louisville to see and be seen as the best three-year-olds in the business streak
• for fame and fortune in the colorful Run
for The Roses.
I've never seen a Kentucky Derby.
That seems almost sacrilegious for a
Kentuckian to admit, but horeseraisin' them, riding them or betting=
them-have never been
life. I always thought I would like to see
a Derby for the novelty of the thing, but
so far I've never bumped into anyone
with a spare ticket.
Frankly, I'm not much of a horse
racing fan. I enjoy watching the horses
run on television and marvel at how
fast the background beyond them
sweeps by as they run the backstretch,
but I'm toierestless for bores racing. To
spend five or six hours to see 15 minutes
or so of actual racing isn't my idea of a
jolly time.
+++
Too, I'm the world's worse winner-

Bible ThOught
"We give thanks to God and the
Father of our Lord lesos Christ, praying always for you." Colossians 1:3
-The wel4-19a4a4c-ed- -devotional-44e
is one that looks to God in thankfulness and then round about upon ,
others in prayers of intercession

Business Mirror

20 Years Ago

you

ot

30 Years Ago
John Curiniff

Corporate Execs
On Hot*Seat
NEW YORK(AP)- In the spring of
the year, corporate executives often
are placed on the hot seat for a day,
after which they quickly regain their
composure with comforting thoughts
about a summer of yachting.
The hot seat is one of the rites of
spring, annual meeting day, during
which shareholders may for a few brief
minutes express their views as owners,
before retreating to another year in
oblivion.
But the spring of this year is triaging
more substantial complaints, from
more substantial sources, and many of
the complaints are directed very personally at top executives rather than at
their management.
The scene is not always the annual
meeting alone, but close enough to is so
that the criticism is bound to use up a
good deal of the day -- and most likely
many days to follow.
Henry Ford IT of Ford Motor, John
Riccardo of Chrysler and Frank
Milliken of Kennecott can attest to-the
unneasonble warm weather, but almost
every other, executive is also feeling
heat - from Washington.
Barry Bosworth% President Carter's
direttor .of the Council on Wage and
Price Stability, suggested tonexecutives
(ha ey-hold
'
5 'percent this year
while inflation
heads toward 7.
Such a Statement, directed as it was,
generates its own heat. Accustomed to
performance bonuses as well aft
salaries and benefits, executives are

bristling at the mere suggestion of
giving up anything.
Worse still is the insinuation they are
the cause of inflation - they who are
forced to operate within budget
limitations - when Washington is
stained by $60 billion of red ink during
relatively good times.
But while executives in -gerieral are
hot under the collar, those sitting
directly under the scorching spotlight,
such as thaFord Motor chief,are badly
Accused in a lawsuit of accepting
kickbacks and with conspiracy to divert
coorporate funds, Ford issued a
combined statement of denial and expression of his personal anger at the
effrontery of the suit.
The issue, nevertheless, is bound to
be a focus of shareholder interest at the
annual meeting May II, and is likely to
detract from more positive statements
the chairman was prepared to deliver.
Riccardo, Chrysler chairman,
already has taken his blasts from angry
shareholders at the annual meeting
May 2, but his work is laid out for the
rest of -the year.. His job: restore profitability.
Milliken. Kennecott chairman, has

kaarvetritti.trwriaccortrnar

Roland Berner, who railed him at
different times "Incompetent" and "inept." Berner, chafrniari of ('urtissWright, is leading 8 stockholder attempt to take'over the tag copper
producer.
•

The body of T-5 Rufus Stubblefield is
being returned to Murray for funeral
and burial services here. He died Sept.
19, 1944 while serving with an
engineering division of -the U. S. Army
at EaPtak-Santo, New Hebrides.
DDT spraying by the Communicable
CeliteiTif theTallOv7a37rciiinty.
Health Department is under way in
Calloway County with five spray crews
in action.
Approximately 710 students from the
first six-grades at Murray High School
received blue ribbons at the annual
health day observance.
Dr. Forrest C. Pogue of Murray is
now engaged in writing, the high level
history of Gen. Dwight Eisenhower's
European campaign. He is now interviewing persons involved in the
states of Tennessee and Mississippi
The Paris Road Homemakers Club
was organized April 30 at the home of
Mrs. Elmer Collins. Assisting in the
club organization were members of the
New Concord Homemakers Club.
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Cherry Says
Bruins May
Have Trouble

MURRAY APPLIANCE
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
"Appliances Are Our Only Business'

BOSTON (AP) — "We can
do better
I hope," says
Philadelphia Flyers Coach
Fred Shero.
His team has now lost five
straight National Hockey
League playoff games to the
Boston Bruins, and their
current semifinal series
resumes tonight.

110INA110 COY and JOHN SIMMONS, OWNERS

212 EAST MAIN ST.

But to hear Boston Coach
Don Cherry tell it, the Bruins
. are in trouble, despite their 3-2
overtime victory in the bestofseven series opener Tuesday
night: •
"That's the worst we looked
in a long time," Cherry said.
"We didn't dcf anything right,
except .get "that •t winning)
goal."

NONE 153-1586

FINAL INSTRUCTIONS
The coaching staff of the Blue team goes over final instructions with the team. Frost left to right
ore
hoisted quarterback Mike Dickens them honorary coaches Roy Stewart, T. Shedd, Stumpy Rayhans and Bill Barker.
HALL
Sports
player

Neither team expects a
- iourgame Bost* sweiti-as
'• 1977 when the two teams. met
in the NHL semifinals. _
think it will be a Istmg
series. At least I hope so,".
said Philadelphia's Bobby
Clarke, who called himself the
goat of game No. 1.
Clarke blamed himself for
,losing the overtime faceoff
'that led to Rick Middletasres
•'Sudden death winner , alter
1:43. It was Clarke' thirdperiod goal. hoyIver, that
sent the gamept6 overtime.
Middleton who won the
opener,a,year ago in overtime,
predçt,d the next games will
7'a lot faster, with a lot
•
rder -skating- and harder
hitting."
Both teams may still be
rusty after long layoffs.
▪
Boston swept past Chicago
in the quarter-finals, then
waited for 10 days before the
f
:
e opener with Philadelphia. The
;; Flyers waited a week after
eliminating Buffalo in
r, games.
▪ The series moves to
Philadelphia on Sunday and
• the following Tuesday.
7: Coach Roger Neilson of the
Toronto Maple Leafs was
' upset after the first game Of
the
Toronto-MOntreal
• Canadiens• semifinal series
•: because veteran linesman
Neil Armstrong was throwing
'reenter Jimmy Jones out of the
:faceoff circle.
-,
ritTiratia;— said
:Neilson."In one game against
:the New York.; Islanders it
!didn't happen once and in the
• next game it happened about
times

A

Hospitality.
Room Will Be
Open Tonight
reception
A
for
bleeds of Racer
twit helield tonight—et
p. m. in the Racer room
of Roy Stewart Stadium.
The reception will last
until the start of the
game at 7:30 p.m.
Food will be served.

141.00

*N..mar 11

in
The ‘'illage'
FOR ALL YOUR
PANELING
NEEDS
753 P7fr

A Murra
that Coach
could "win
clicks" •
Ohio V a
champion Tennessee
Saturday..
Pre!' •
will begin
finals at 14
Although
get most of
distance a
Coach Bill
----Racers *.
•
event but
meter S; • well as the
_ could pick
- in each the
' 10,000 met
shot and
dr "and we'v ;
• perforrna
jump and
to score
duplicate
The Ha
best perfo
follow:
Shot put
(53-1kt) a
1); discus
and Vince
Simmons
Holloway(
Keith Fo
I jump
f25-0) and
104); trip
(504); 10,1

RACER MVP'S — Chem eThisd Vitheble Players in their respaetive sports at MSU are frees left to right, Ma
theedismi,
football; Jackie Mots,basketball; Omni Gioro, track; Glands Wire,cross couutry; Mertyeltrewer and
him Mk,dil-MINIS
country winners; Andy Rimissabolklirea Weiailtraft aid WIT
Pens& PLC 11
,MVP's for Felese leedl_nel Node
b*
chosen next week.

McFarland And Weis Get
Hardware
By MIKE BRANDON
Parrish the Female Scholar in Cal Luther we had one of the All-American certificates to
Ledger & Times Sports Editor Athlete Award while - the top coaches in the country.
Dave Rafferty, Martyn
The way things are going, it Paducah Sun-Democrat
"That afternoon, sitting in a Brewer, Pat Chimes and Dave
won't be long before Dr. Eddie presented Eddie McFarland team meeting, we dedicated Warren of the Racer track
McFarland comes back to the Male Scholar Athlete ourselves to winning the team. That gave Murray
Murray State University to be Award.
leagoe title. We won our next seven All-Americans during
enshrined into the MSU
McFarland, a Paducah 11 OVC games," Jennings the school year.
Athletic Hall of Fame.
native, will be entering added.
Hunt's Athletic Goods of
Tillman's records are Mayfield presented the MVP
The senior football standout, medical school upon his
an Academic All-Amrican, graduation from Murray awesome.
awards for each sport.
was named for the second, State.
In his first season at MSU in
consecutive year as Murray
The highlight of the evening 1965, he started as a rielerigie
State's Most Valuable Male - came during special induction back and was named 'to the football; Brewer___andAerry
Athlete. The award was ceremonies where former All-OVC Team. The following Odlin shared the award in
presented at the annual greats Jim Jennings and year, he was a • reserve men's cross country; Glenda
Calabro in women's cross
banquet Wednesday night by Larry Tillman entered the quarterback.
KFVS-11, sports personality MSU Hall of Fame.
In 1967, he passed for 2,300 country; Jackie Jo Mounts in
John Harth.
Jennings, a 6-6 basketball yards and the following year, women's basketball; Mike
Tennis player Karen Weis, center from Dayton, ranks for over 2,200 yards. His Muff in men's basketballs-who has qualified for the eighth among Murray's all- career total is just 31 short of Cheryl Glare in women's
Region Two MAW Tennis time scorers. Now a native of the 5,000-yard mark. He threw track; Karen Weis in women's
Championships and has a Fort Lauderdale, he was the for 384 completion; and 46 tennis; Andy Rice in baseball
sparkling 144 singles record, OVC Player of the Year in 1964 touchdowns. All.-still stand as and Larry Patton in golf.
MVP's for pen's tennis and
was named as the MSU and finished with a career MSU and OVC records.
Outstanding Woman Athlete, scoring average of 19.3 and a
Tillman, a
Tn , men's track will be named
The award was presented by career rebound average of
native now lives in Johnston after the OVC Championships
the Murray Ledger & Times.
16.2. Jo 1962, his 17.2
City; Tn., had seaT people this weekend. •
. Both- McFarland and- wai--two-dm0 aVerage----rantect- to thardr-for-his-suis_ess.
were named as the MVP's in eighth in the nation.
"Without the love and untheir sports in addition to
In his final season at derstanding of my mother
collecting the major hard- Murray_An '64, Jennings
who was in attendance), I
ware.
scored 24 points as the OVC would have never made it. I'dIn other special awards, champion Racers lost a 101-91 also like to thank the coms
senior center Jim Jez was NCAA
Tournament
tO rnunity, the university and the
chosen off the football team to defending national champion selection committee.
receive the great honor of Chicago Loyola.
"I'd also like to thank a man
being named the Morgan Sisk
"We were picked to win the who went out and recruited a Murray High's golf team
Memorial Award winner.,
conference and we lost our 5-9, 160-pound quarterback. placed second in a triangular
The Mayfield Messenger first three games by four Without Bill Hina, I'd never at Mayfield Wednnesday
presented awards to Paducah points," Jennings recalled.
been here. I also owe a lot to Mayfield won the match
Tilghman star eager Laura
Things got tough. Murray's Coach Carl Oakley who taught with a 158 total while Murray
4er- being- 4he- -Out--eitirens were- quite-upset arid-- nsei-a - tot- aticrut-- -offenshiS wziS"--SeCOnd- with 164 " and „.
standing Freshman Female Racer Coach Cal Luther was football.
Reidland third with a 174.
Athlete and to Ragnar Felix of even hung in effigy.
"And a man who always has Mayfield's
Jeff
Boyd
the tennis team for being the
"One of the most beautiful a smile and kind word for claimed medalist honors with
Outstanding Freshman Male moments of my life came everyone, Doc i Tom r Sim- a 36. Jeff Jackson shot a 38,
Athlete.
during that trying time. We mons," Tillman quipped, in Greg Glover 41 and Chris Pyle
Dennison-annt Sporting knew we had the talent to win reference to Murray State's 43 to round out the Cardinal
Good presented Beverly, the conference. And we knew popular-trainer who is as good scoring.
with the art of the insult as is For Murray, Lynn Sullivan
Don Rickles.
•--- „.„.
and Greg Cohoon each had 39
The festivities kicked off while Howard Boone had a 40.
with
toastmaster-- Bob •Trent Jones and Nick Hibbard:Valentine, who as usual was tied for fourth as each shot a •
outstandingly witty. Valentine 16.
introduced MSU athletic
For .Reidland. Chris Cartdirector Johnny Reagan who wright had a 42 while Dale
in turn gave a year-end review Puritt shot 43, Chris Clark 43
of all the MSU sports.
and Mark Khecht 46.
Reagan also secognized 'The Tigers will play at
This Week Win
Murray's national champion Marshall County today in the
rifle team and three All- season finale before playing in
Americans off that team. In the First Region Tournament
addition. Reagan presented at Mayfield Monday.

OUR FINEST BUILT-IN
—POT-SCRUBBER
DISHWASHER

TigeiGiffers
Take Second
In Triangular

n Our Cash Pot

airk

t

auca. • Specious Interior
• Sound Insulated
• Quiet PermaTUr
Interior
• Dial-A-Lever
Upper Rack

•8-Cycle Wash Selection
, Including Power Scrub'
Cycle
• High Temperature
Wash
Rinse

t
DOLLARt1

(Jiffy Pot Never Less Than $100.00)

Have you had your
card punched
this week?? •

11101113
S. 12th Street
Murray
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

.Entries For Scramble
At-Oaks Being Accepted
Entries ere trill being token for the Hui
.golf tournaMent of
the season.
The tourney, set for this weekend at the lilts Country Club,
will bee two-mon scramble.
The tourney wilt begin wtth 1g hales of pia/Saturday with Ito filial 18 tg be -played Suodity
'L.:Gotten withit.ShwAtitto
AftILMIDIMIXDINFL-Miltthe 10 per cent rule will be Is effect.
Entry fee for the tovrivey
be 646 Per tem& There AI be
over 83,500 ethos in golf mil
ichemisa awarded With equal
prizes iri each flight.
For more information, contact Micky Ryan at 75313311 or the
Oaks Country Club at 753-6454

Murray Appliance .
HaiA
Builthoar.Pign That Is-Simple:and,
„

At

Pa 10
90 Days Same As
Cash U To-24 Months To Pay

Free Delivery
Service The Same
Da You Call

-
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tie-breaking hit, after his Minnesota Lynn also singled clobbered the Houston Astros
By KEN RAPPOPORT
career while Fred Norman
vision on the liner seemed to home a run in the second and 10-3.
AP Sports Writer
raised his record to 4-0 with
"We're Number One," be obscured by baserunner had a double in the fifth.
The victory, in chilly 40relief help from Manny
chanted the crowd at the Bump Wills.
Boston rallied after the Twins degree weather in Montreal, Sartniento and --Doug Bair.
Oakland Coliseum.
had scored four runs to go in boosted the Expos into first
Brewers 4, White Sox 0
Backed by a 15-hit attack,
Down on the field, a player
Rookie Paul Molitor hit a front 7-5 in the top of the sixth. place In the National League
Norman raised his record at
was standing in front of the two-run double and scored in
East with a 12-8 record,
Cincinnati's Riverfront
Indians 10, Mariners 5
Oakland dugout leading the the seventh inning and Jerry
"Getting into first place - Stadium to 42-17.
Willie Horton drove in five that's the biggest thing this
cheers.
Augustine fired a three-hitter,
Giants 4,Cardinals0
Why, it was Gary Alexan- leading Milwaukee over runs with a grand slam homer year," said Grimsley, a 28Jim Barr raised his career
der.
Chicago. Molitor's bloop hit and double as Cleveland year-old left-hander who was
mark against St. Louis to 10-3
much near the right field line broke routed Seattle. Horton hit his voted the National League's
"We
have so
with a five-hitter and Larry
now," said a scoreless tie. Molitor then fifth homer of the season in the- Pitcher of the Month for April.
confidence
Herndon led the Giants' ofWALL OF FAME INDUCTEES - Larry Tillman (left) and Jim Jennings were inertial it.the IIISU
Oakland's red-hot hitter, "we scored on a single by Dick first inning. It was the seventh "Our goal is to get into the
fense by driving in two runs
Sports Ifollsrf Fame at die AISU Athletic Banquet Wednesdayofillesm is a former star feWhall
can't help but win."
Davis for all the runs grand slam of his career.
World Series. I was in it once
with a triple, scoring once and
-• player while Jelmings played basketball.
Cleveland starter Don Hood, I with Cincinnati in 1972) and it
..
The optimisim is just Augustine needed.
stealing two bases.
who departed with none out in was fun. I 'want to get back
spilling over in Oakland these
Dodgers 9,Cube 5 Yankees6,Royalsi.
the siattiapt the victory while and do it again."
days.
The Dodgers snapped a
Graig
Nettles' solo-Forneb... rgokie tight-hinder Bryon
Perhaps it is a little early in
In other National League
threegame losing streak as
the season to look at stan- run with two out in the eighth McLaughlin took the defeat.
games Wednesday, the CinReggie Smith had a triple, a
inning
powered New York
dings, but the inexplicable A's
cinnati Reds whipped the
double, two singleeand three
By ALEX SACHARE
do hold a 3k-2-game lead over over Kansas City in a slugfest
Philadelphia Phillies 12-3, the
runs batted and Rick Monday
AP Sports Writer
the defending American that featured three homers by
San Francisco Giants blanked
slugged his ninth homer and
The...Montreal Expos have the St. Louis Cardinals 443, the
League
West champion each team. Jim Spencer and
doubled in another run. Doug
Royals. Alexander has had Reggie Jacksdn also homered never been to , the World Los Angeles Dodgers beat the
Rau, 4-0, got the victory with
for the Yankees while Amos Series, but Ross Grimsley has
Chicago Cubs 9-5 and the San
relief help from Charlie Hough
.6); more than a little to do with Otis, Clint Hurdle and Al
A Murray State track team Odlin and Brian Rutter 200 Meters-Cornell
-and he'd like to go
-back.
Oakland's first-place stature.
Diego Padres defeated the
and
Terry Forster.
Fowler
(23.2),
and
rawley
that Coach Bill Cornell says ) neither has run the event this
Cowens connected for Kansas
Grimsley, who spent three Pittsburgh Pirates 7-5. New
Padres 7,Pirates 5
(23.2); 5000 meters - Ocllin He's had eight home runs, six City.
could "win it all if everything season);
years with Cincinnati and four York at Atlanta was rained
of them game-winners.
A two-run pinch-lilt homer
400-meter relay - Richard )13:58.1), Brewer (14:24.0),
clicks" will participate in the
Red Sox 11,Twins 9
with Baltimore before signing out.
by Jerry Turner highlighted a
Tigers
Angels
7,
4
Ohio Valley Conference Fowler, Cornelius, Steve and Charleston (14:32.0); and
Fred Lynn drilled three hits, with.the Expos as a'free agent
Reds 12, Phillies 3
four-run sixth inning that
championships at Middle Crisafulli, and Marshall the 1600-meter relay - Rusty Staub, Steve Dillard including a tie-breaking, two- last winter, raised his record
Pete Rose singled and
helped San Diego- beat PittLeFlore all hit two- run single
Ron
and
Warren,
Rafferty,
O'Meally,
Crawley
Tennessee
(44.0);
1500
Friday
metersin a five-run sixth to 5-0 Wednesday night by doilbled to move
and
within two of
sburgh. Tie° nights earlier
doubles
run
Detroit
as
the
for
Chimes
and
(3:22.0).
.
Brewer 13;48.41, Pat Chimes
inning, to lead Boston over scattering 11 hits as Montreal
Saturday..
the 3,000-hit mark for his
Pirates relief pitcher Jim
Preliminaries for the'meet (3:45.5), and Charleston; 400 - Cornell says that any of six Tigers whipped California and
Bibby had -struck out Turner,.
Tanana
Frank
handed
first
his
teams,
defending
champion
will begin at 4 p. m. Friday, meters - Crawley ( 49.9); 100
but Wednesday night San
meters - Cornelius (10.8), Middle Tennessee, Western loss of the season after five
finals at 12 noon Saturday.
Diego's
pinch-hitting
victories.
Kentucky,
Eastern
Kentucky,
Although Murray figures to Fowler (11.2), and Crisafulli
specialist - he's 5 for , 13 Rangers
2,
Orioles
1
East
Tennessee,
Austin
PeaY.
(11.2);
800-meters
- David
get most of its points in middle *
turned the tables.
Richie Zisk drove in both
distance and distance events, Warren (1:48.5), David and Murray, is capable of
Texas runs with a sixth-inning
winning the meet.
Coach Bill Cornell says his Rafferty. and Keith O'Meall
double and an eighth-inning
Insurance.
Racers could score in every,
boosting
the
Bangers
single,
Ask us about
event but the hurdles and 400over Baltimore for their
•
--the new- '
meter dash if they perform as
seventh straight victory.
id comprehensiv
well as they are capable. "We
Shortstop Kiko Garcia missed
Multi- Medicar
,
could pick up a couple places a diving attempt at the two-out
policy.
in each the 800, 1500, 5000, and
10,000 meters as well as in the
The Murray State tennis team, which completed its regular
Bob Nanney
shot and discus," Cornell said, season with a 23-8 record last weekend, will play in
the Ohio
1.
Insurance
"and we've had good enough
Valley Conference Championships at Middle Tennessee
performances in the triple
Friday and Saturday.
107 N.401
jump and high jump this year
Ragnar Felix, who was 16-12 for the season, will play No. 1
Murray
to score well if we could
singles; Jan Soegaarcl, 17-13, Na. 2 singles; Chris Leonard,
By The Associated Press
714-4937
duplicate them."
20-10, No. 3 singles; Roger Berthiaume, 17-12, No. 4 singles;
NATIONAL LEAGUE
The Racer entries and their
Representing
Jeff Leeper, 21-0, No. 5 singles; and Tom Lie, 18-12, No. 6
EAST
best performances of the year
Federal Kemper
singles.
W
L
Pct. GB
Insurance Company
follow:
Felix and Lie will take a 14-12 record into the chamMont 12
8
.600
Shot put - Stan Simmons
pionship's No. 1 doubles, Soegaard and Berthiaume are 14-4
Phil
11
8
.579 -1,2
SISX AWARD - Jim Jet accepts the Morgan Sisk Award from Mrs. Jane Sisk. Mr. Sisk, a MSU
(53-P-2) and Andy Vince (51- at No. 2 doubles, and Leonard and Leeper are 18-7 at No. 3
Chi
12 10
.545
1
biologist end an avid football booster, died in on occident last year.
1); discus - Simmons (150-3) doubles.
Pitt
10 11
.478
2,./
and Vince (47-6u2); javelin In matches against OVC teams this season, Murray has .SLou
10 13
.434
3L2
Simmons (163-0) and John
beaten Eastern Kentucky, Western Kentucky, Austin Peay,
NY
10 14
.417
4
Holloway (161-0); pole valut- and Tennessee Tech twice each and lost to Middle Tennessee
WEST
Keith Foiton (14-0); long
twice. Western Kentucky is the defending_conference chamLA
14
8
.636 -.
Tritrifp
.
pion but Middle Tennessee will likely be favored to win this
Cin .1if
-.6139-=(25-0) and Jeff Hickman 4=year's title. Murray figures to be one of Middle's strongest $Fra
12 11
.521
2vs
_
10/
1
2); triple jump- Hickman
challengers.
Ho= 10 13
.435- ,44
(50-4); 10,000 meters - Jerry
Tournament play will begin both days at 9 a. m.
SDie
9 13
.409
5
Atla
8 14
.364
6
Wednesday's Games
Los Angeles 9, Chicago 5
Montreal 10, Houston 3
San Diego 7, Pittsburgh 5
- New York at Atlanta, ppd.,
ram
Cincinnati 12,Philadelphia 3
San Francisco 4, St. Louis 0
Thursday's Games
San Francisco (Knepper 2-1 I
at St. Louis Urrea 1-1), In)
Lm Angeles- L
Chicago(Fryman 0-2),(n)
•
i
-New York ( Espinosa 1-1) at
226-7807
13x5.5
$33.88
Atlanta (Easterly 01);(n)"
226-7808
14X6.175 - $41.88
.Only games seteduled
1,
Friday's Games
226-81O
15x7.5. $48.88
San Francisco at Chicago,
Designed.with rim widths and offsets in
n)
mind - to accommodate most popular tires
Houston at Atlanta,(n)
up to 50 series and fit most disc brake
Montreal at Cincinnati,(n)
applications Fully polished to a
New York at Philadelphia,
brilliance that approaches chrome.
(n)
Tubeside finish glass bead blasted
Los Angeles at Pittsburgh,
for strength and tight tubeless seal.

Team Has Shot At OVC Crown
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-4 San Diego at St. Louis.(n-)
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SAVE

9 Drying

Discovar the exclusive Litton Meal-In-One.
' $50
cooking system.
Now, for the first time, there's a microwave oven so amazing. it lets_
you cook 1. 2. or 3 different foods - even a complete meal -- all
at onee Unlike other microwave ovens, microwaves enter from
both sides of the interior to surround and cook the food more
evenly Put foods in together, take them out together. And they're
evenly done The fully featured oven lets you cook", reheat, roast,
simmer or warm And the special Hold Warm feature keeps food
Just right until ready to serve.

More Advanced

Litton Features.
• Exclusive Meal-ln-One'".cooking _
system.
_
•Large easy-clean 1.5 Cu. ft interior 25% bigger than most-rnicrowave ovens.
• Van-Cook° variable power oven control.
• Vari-Temp' automatic temperature
control with food sensor.
• Ffold Warm feature.
• 192-pg. :'Complete Meal
Microwave Cooking- cookbook
•Family-size Micro-Browner"
grill sears, grills. browns.

LITTpti

Litton...changing the way AmericaCookb
Come taste an energy-saving microwave cooking demoAstration

-PAIILININ$1.0W1
ery
e Some
all

121 St., Olympic Plaza- -759-1636
Wi Nip*

VINIMPIN

lad*

Complete Parts Dept.
44gags
•gons *Meters
'Attachments
*brush Straps,. _
*Mars *kosher

AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
W
L
Pet. GB
Detr
15
5
.750 NY
13
3
.591
9
, Bost
13 10
.565
3'2
Clev
10 11 - .476
P.:
Mihe
10 12
.455
8
Balt
9 13
.409
7
Toro
8 15
.348
8'
WEST
Oakl
18
5
.783
KC
14
8
3'
.636
Cal
14
9
4
.609
Tex
10 10
61:
.500
Chi
7 13
9'7
.350
Minn
8 17
.320 11
Seat
8 20
.286 1211
Wednesday's Games
Boston 11, Minnesota 9
Texas 2, Baltimore 1
New York 6, Kansas ray 5
Milwaukee 4, Chicago 0
Oakland 11, Toronto 3
Detroit 7, California 4
Cleveland 10, Seattle 5
Thursday's Games
Texas (Matlack 2-31 at
more (Flanagan 1-3), In)
Minnesota (Thormodsgar
2,
) at Boston (Eckersley
(n)
Only games scheduled
0. Friday's Games
Chicago at Rest*
.(n)iiirmesota at Baltimore, ii,
Texas at New York, In)
Kansas City ft Milwaukee.
Detroit at Oakland,(n)
Cleveland at California,
Toronto at Seattle,(n)

226-7423

13x5.5

$36.88

226-7424

14x6.75

$47.88

226-7425

15x7.5

$52.88

For all types of passenger tires.
including radials. Finely detailed
one-piece pressure cast aluminum construction. Glass bead
blasting on tube side and rear
face. Double cut on other wheel
face for brilliant light reflection.

For popular pickups, panels, vans-and campers
with 5, e'and 8 lug bolt- patterns. Rugged welded
construction, classic spoke design. Durable white
baked enamel finish with custom red and blue stripes
For drum and disc brake applications.

GOOD1I'EAR

Enjoy your Credit Power at Goodyear...
Goodyear Revolving Charge Goodyear Installment Pay Plan
•Flexible Pay Schedule
• Longer terms than available
•Monthly Statement _
on our Revolving Statenient
•Customer Identification • Monthly Statement
CAR CARD for conve• Low Monthly Payments
nience at any Goodyear
'Store. countrywide

itOODYIAtIIRVICESToRfS
Mg,. I. Carty/40d
721S. 12th St.
Murray;Ky.
753-0596

Stbri Nemeth 1!311 A.M. mg 400 P.M. Doh 0111•11 Friary 1$iIIpju
140
Mgr. T. Yevekin
Mgr 1 Wtrte
wor. t.G. Gleam*
315 W. Broadway
606 Jefferson •
100 S. Stateftne
Mayfield, Ky
Paducah, Ky
Fulton, Ky.
247-37-11
442-5464
472-1000
•

•
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By Mike Brandon
spurts 1-:dnur

The first touch of controversy has popped up for the Blue,
-:-Gold Gomm"
t The game- hi Whe played tonight at 7:30 pjnle Rey
_
o,;
▪ aStawartaStatlii.un and already, the hair is flying. .
"Idon't like the officials for the game. It's an away game for us and of course it's a long trip. We're also playing with
a lot of beat up players." said Coach Chad Stewart of the
Gold team:
"I don't know how people can expect us to win when we're
going up against a team coached by a guy who has a
stadium named after him. But our players are dedicated
and they'llfight until thejest man.
"We've-done a great coaching bb with them. George
Oakley is a sometimes-dentist and a fulltime coach. Clyde
Adkini - a sometimes-chemist and at heart, a football
cdat3E-And Tommy "I5og"'Rushing piddles around with
banking but is really a football coach.
"If we don't win, it won't be our fault. It'll be the players .
to blame.
"We've also had a lot of bad press. The Brandon fellow
has been on our case and the team is kind of down over that.
They were doing pre„tty well until they began reading in the
paper-about how bad they were... •
"But we'll give them 60 mirages of football. We can't
thepeople of Murmywill be proud of
....enrantee a win but
thene
:the team we put on
-I will say this about the other team..their coaching staff
• is unscrupulous. That Stewart fellow will go to any means to
win. He's bad news," added the Gold coach.
The "Stewart fellow" referred to is of course, Roy
Stewart,the coach of the Blue team.
Roy Stewart's staff is composed of T. Sledd, J. D.
Rayburn and Bill Barker.
Contrary to rumors. Etarker. will not be wearing his
Georgia Bulldog hat.
Barker will, however, be supplying boiled peanuts to the
. members-of his team.

-

There are no promises.
To say Gottfried will have a break-even season is to go tee
out on the limb. To say he'll win seven or eight games is to
go far out on the limb. In fact, to make any kind of prediction as to what kind of season will buin store would RIentirely out of place.
All we can do is say we're impressed. And we think after
tonight's game that quite a few more people will alao be impressed.

t
c ioc
br_e.r:Is to clinch
By JOHN MOSSMAN
the triumph.
AP Sports Writer
The Bucks staged a lastDENVER
(AP.)
Milwaukee Coach Don Nelson, gasp rally, getting a threeobviously shaken by his point play from Brian Winteam's loss,, wasn't surprised ters, a free throw from Quinn
at the 37-point performance of Buckner and another basket
Denver's_ David Thompson. from Winters to pull within
"We expected a great game 113-110 with 32 seconds on the
from David tonight:" .said
But a free throw by Bobby
Nelson.
But one thing Nelson wasn't Wilkerson and two by Jones
counting. on was his young kept the Bucks at bay.
The fourth-quarter rally by
Bucks team being beaten on
Denver, Milwaukee, who trailed by as
boards.
the
rebounding with authority, much as 16 points early in the
held a 5744 carom edge over period, was reminiscent of
the - Bucks -4a - Wednesday Garde.5 of. the series here,
night's 116-110 victory in the when the Bucks came from
seventh and deciding game of
their National Basketball
Association playoff series.
"Tonight, I started hitting
Denver now advances to the early and decided to just keep
We think football fans will be invireased with what they
Western Conference finals shooting," said Thompson,
see totught--7.-.
,against theSuporSonics. That _iwho made his first four shots
— First of all, whattheysetwillactaally be the plays which
Series begins here Friday- from the floor and finished
• •
with 16-for-30. "This series
night,
the honoriry staffs pith. Thsecre been busy the past few
,
• "If you can point to , one should give us a lot of condays Rokng over the PlaYiMMI there could even be a couple
thing that.decidedthe game,it lidence."
of trick plays in store for tonight.
Winters scored 18 secondwas that they controlled the
, Mike Gottfried certainly deserves every„break ill the
Nelson.
said
half
boards,"
points to finish with 27 for
weather. He and his staff have done a treMendous job since
The Bucks rarely got a Milwaukee. Marques Johnson
coming to MSU and though they haven't won or lost a game
second shot at the basket, added 22 points.yet, have made big impressions on a lot.of people close to
Meanwhile, you've heard
especially in the first half
the program.
up
a
Denver
10that
built
old line about the player
when
They are'dilghly organized and highly public relations'
point lead. And, in the closing who performed so well he did
minded. And,if they can have.a couple years of outstanding
minutes, it was the Nuggets, everything but sell tickets.
recruiting, could bring somia.high-class recogniton to the
who don't like to run as much Well, the Philadelphia 76ers'
program.
as the Bucks, who cleared the Steve Mix did it all Wednesday
As for tonight, people should see some exciting football.
boards quickly and started night, including getting into
'Murri
ilckeraci.
,daey Hudspeth. He's running the same way he did When he
_Mix,. who substitutes for
was a junior and senior for the Tigers and he could well put
Julies "Dr. J." Erving or
on some of his 'ailagEc" tonight.
George McGinnis, came in
By The Associated Press
Danny Lee Johnson has picked up weight and of course,
and eollected 22 points,
PITTSBURGH
much more rtniscle due to the extensive weight training
grabbed six rebounds, handed
STEELERS- Traded Ernie
program. The Racers have some fine depth in the backout six,assists and Irrade two
Holmes, defensive tackle, to
field, some fine receivers and of course, outstanding defen.steals in a 110-104 victory for
the Tampa Bay Buccaneers
Philadelphia
sive people.
over
the
for a 10th and an 11th round
Washington Bullets.
offensiAine.
The one area of concern has been the
choice in the National Football
But let's point out one thing quickly. Dino Paparella
League draft.
The triumph evened the
didn't come to Murray to make pizzas. He came here to
WASHINGTON RED- National
Basketball
coach the offensive line and if necessary. toalevelop one.
SKINS- Traded Joe Harris, Association best-of-sevenAnd he'll do just that.
linebacker, to the San game Eastern
final playoff
Paparella is an Outstanding technique coach and wLe
Francisco 49ers for an eighth- series at
one win each. The
-extra power from the weight program which has been OD- round draftpiCh.
third and fourth games are at
aihasized with a religious vigor, the Racer offense line wiP
BASEBALL
the Bullets' Landover, Md
be beefed up and perhaps even speeded up.
American League
borne court Friday and
MI I.W ACK EE
Sunday.
BREWERS- Placed Robin
Mix thanked the sellout
Yount, shortstop, otithe active crowd of 18,276 for coming Out.
roster. Placed Tim NordMix, of course, didn't forge
brook,,infielder, on the I5-day . the 76ers' first win of the
disabled list.
series by himself. Doug
International League
Collins led the scoring with 7s,
ROcHESTER
RED_:And Erving contributed 211
WINGS- Named Frank points, 11 rebounds and (out.
__—
Robinson manager.
assists. Henry Bibby handed
SOCCER
asinine assists.-North American Soccer
League
MINNESOTA
KICKS-Signed George,forward.
EDMONTON (AP
BASKETBALL
Promoter Nick Zebra). anNational
Basketball. nounced Wednesday night that
Association
world, heavyweight boxing
CI.EVELAND
champion Leon Spinks will
CAVAIJERS- Signed Vampy participate in three exhibition
Russell, forward,' to . a new matches in Western Canada
multi-year contract.
next month.
COLLEGE
Spinks, guaranteed $50,000
I.ANGSTON UNIVER- for the three appearances
SITYAnnounced
the against opponents to be
resignation of Albert Schoats, /named, is scheduled to appear
head football coach.
in Edmonton on June 8,
IVIcPHERSON COLLEGE- Calgary on June 8 and VanNamed Bob Fairbank head couver on June 10.
LIDGER PRESENTS AWARD - Murray Ledger a Tines spores
basketball Coach.
Zubray produced telegrams
eeKto. Mae Breeden presents AtStr Ovrateeding Women
WAGNER COLLEGF.- from Chris Dundee, one of
Athlete, Karen Weis, wino aft trilby. The selection sires amide
Named Bill Russo head Spinks' advisers, approving
by vote of doe women coodoos.
(Pow.by Per lieffsasa)
football coach.
the series.

Sports Deals

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (Al')The 1978 records of Affirmed,
Alydar, Believe It and Senstare Prince who generally are
considered the four leading
contenders for the 104th
Kentucky Derby Saturday.
Affirmed
March 8, Santa
Ps-furlong allowance race by
five lengths. Ridden by Steve
Cauthen.' Time under 124
pounds on fast track? 1:15 3-5.
March 18, Santa Anita, wins
San Felipe Handicap by
lengths after lying second
most of way. Ridden ,by
Cauthen. Time under 126
pounds for 1146 miles on fast
track: 1:423-5.
April 2, Santa Anita, leads
most of the way to win Santa
Apita Derby by 8 ,lengths.
Ridden by Laffit Pincay Jr.
because Cauthen was serving
a five-day suspension. Time
ender 120 pounds for the l's
Mlles on a fast track: 1:48.
April 16, Hollywood Park,
leads all the way for a 2-length
win in the Hollywood Derby.
Ridden by Cauthen. Time
under 122 pounds for
miles
on a fast track: 1:48 1-5.
Alydar
Feb. 11, Hialeah, scores by 2
lengths in seven-furlong
allowance race. Ridden Jorge
Velasquez. Time under 122
pounds on a fast track: 1:2215.
March 4, Hialeah, moves
. into lead approaching head of
stretch and wins the Flamingo
.by.. Va. lengths.,_ Ridden by
Velasquez. Tithe under 122
pounds on fast track: 1:47.
April 1, Gulfstream Parke,
takes lead leaving backstretch
and wins Florida perby by 2
lengths over Believe It.
Ridden by Velasquez._ Time
under 122 poundsfor Ps miles
on a fast track: 1:47.
e
April 27, Keeneland, fifth
with half mile left, moves into
lead turning for home and
romps by 13t4 lehgths in the
Blue Grass Stakes. Ridden by
Velasquez. Time under 121.
pounds for Its miles on a good
track: 1:493-S.
Believe It
Feb. 15, Hiaieah, wins
sevenfurlong allowance by 6
-engths. Ridden by Eddie
Maple. Time under 122 poiutds
oria-fastil dick. 1722+6.
March
Hialeah, fades M
final eighth mile and bumps
Dr. Valeri, finishing fourth in
Ps-mile Flamingo 534 lengths
behind winner Alydar. Ridden
by Maple and carried 122
pounds.
March 22, Gulfstream Park,
beaten in the final strides by'ahead, by Sensitive Prince in

the 1 1-16-mile Fountain of,
Youth. Ridden by Maple land
carried 122 pounds,8 less than
Sensitive Prince.
April 1, Gulfstream Park,
holds lead briefly at head of
stretch, then finished second 2
lengths behind Alydar In Pe-mile Florida Derby. Ridden
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (Al') - contenders to the starting gate
by Maple and carried 122
At age 32 John Veitch is the in the nationally-televised
pounds.
April 22, Aqueduct, makes youngest Kentucky Derby race (ABC, 5-6 p.m., EDT1
big move on final turn 'and trainer for Saturday's 104th which figures to draw a crowd
wins Wood Memorial by 3',2 running of the classic, but he in excess of 100,000.
Alydar has won all four
lengths. Ridden by Maple. hardly feels he's lacking in
starts this year, including the
Time under 126 pounds for the experience.
"I feel I got a 15 to 20 year Blue Grass Stakes, the Florida
Vs miles on a fast track: 1:4
head start because of my_ Derby and the Flamingo.
4-5.
father," the bald man who will Veitch predicted,"We haven't
Senstive Prince
Jan 27, Hialeah, wins six- be saddling Alydar, said seen Alydar's best race yet.
furlong allowance by a nose. Wednesday. . "I learned the That's still in the future.
Ridden by Mickey Solomone. business from him starting as Alydat always has speed when
Time under 114 pOunda on a a kid,- Otherwise, I'd be you askt for It. He can go that
last quarter in 24 (seconds)
mucking stalls today."
fast track: 1:0944.
The elder Veitch, Sylvester, any time."
March 8, Guflstream Park,
A Derby triumph by Alydar
_trained for the famed C.V.
runs off to win by 5 lengthsn
Whitney Stable, was chosen to would be he first for Calumet,
the- Hutcheson Stakes., Ridden
the Racing ijall of Fame, but once a racing powerhouse,
by Maple. Time under 114
he never trained a Derby since 1968 whken Forward
pounds for seven furlongs on
winner, something John has a Pass was awarded the victory
fast track: 1;204-5.
good chance of doing on after Dancer's Image was
March 22, Gulfstream Park,
/Saturday at Churchill Downs. disqualified. Veitch said he
gets up in final strides to win
The 144-mile first leg of the doesn't feel _Derby pressure
Fountain .of Youth .by a head
Triple Crown for 3-year-olds, because the Calumet owners,`
over Believe It from whom he
with a purse of $125,000-added, Admiral and Mrs. Gene
is getting 8 pounds. Ridden by
is. expecte4 to be * battle Markey "are in racing for theSolomone. Time under 114
between Alydar of galumet sport. They're not just trying
pounds for 1 1-16 miles on a
Farm, Affirmed of- Harbor to make money."
fast track: 1:41.
Alydar, a son of Raise A
Vieir Farm, Top of the Marc
April 18, Keeneland, leads
Stable's Sensitive Prince and Native, galloped Wednesday
most of way for 5'4-length win
Hickory Tree Stable's Believe and Veitch plans a blowout for
in Calumet Purse. Ridden by
It. The rest-- et-,tbe--- net& him-- =on- L--Friday. Jorge
Solomone. Time for under 121,
expected to total 10 today - Velasquez will ride Calumet's
pounds for 1 1-16 miles on a
when entries were submitted, 19th Derby hopeful.
sloppy track t;4444,
are regarded as outsiders. ,
-The- remainder of the field
was expected to consist of
GENERAL
NEW YORK - Roy. L.M. Esops Foibles, Darby Creek
Boe, principal .owner of the Road, Dr. Valeri, Chief of
,New York lalanders and the Dixieland, Hoist The Silver
New Jersey Nets, won a four- and Raymond Earl.
in
For his first Derby, young
week adjournment .Wednesday of—if-$10 million Veit& wItt-be- pitted against
FOR All YOuk
damage suit filed against him such crafty, veteran trainers
VINYL FLOGS
by Thomas J. Thornton, a as Laz Barrera, Allen Jerkens
NEEDS
limited partner in the National and Woody Stephens, who will
Hockey League franchise. - s be sending the other top
•

759-4026 AS CLOSE
AS YOUR PHONE

Attention All Homeowners And Contractors Treas
Bldg. Materials Now Hel A Ton Free Number. Just For
You!
7----FREEDEITVERT

OKI Oin PRICES

TREAS
BUILDING

CENTER
1313 Poplar Benton, Kentucky

Representative will be here

From 9:00 a.m.to_ 230-p.m.
Saturday Only to

DEM

Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn,Inc.
INSURANCE BONDS- REAL ESTATE 108E. 12TH ST., DEBTOR

FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CiLLOWAY COUtM AND AURORA

The Nuinber,To Call
I!ornate X1,Automatic
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problems;
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difficulties.
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well.
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Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

Still
nce

levised
g gate sta
illyr
p.m., EDT)
lraw a crowd
0.
on all four
Including the—
the Florida-Flamingo.
"We haven't—
:st race yet.
the future.
a speed when
e can go that
14 (seconds)

)11 by Alydar
for Calumet,
powerhouse,
en Forward
d the victory
Image was
tch said he
by pressure
met owners,
Mrs. Gene
acing for the
it just trying

FOR FRIDAY, MAY 5, 1978
-- but accuracy and forethought
....What kind of day will
must spark all moves,
limaarrow be? To find out what
decisions. Travel and social
the stars say, read the forecast
activities highly favored.
given for your birth Sign.
YOU BORN TODAY, like
ARIES
most Taurean.% are endowed
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
with unusual versatility and
Certain complexities incould succeed in almost any
dicated in iitfork-areas, bat you
field of your choice. However,
can better straighten them out
you incline to scatter your
by working behind the scenes
energies and, unless you learn
than otherwise. Follow a hunch
to "settle down" and pursue
for best results.
your chosen career to its
TAURUS
ultimate potential, could fritter
1'
0
1-7
‘
ti4
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
away your many talents —
accomplishing nothing. You are
Planetas-y -- influences
favorable- for overcoming
one of those rare persons whir-personal limitations, solving
combine idealism with Kan- -problems; are especially
teal know-how so that, once you
helpful in Ironing out business
have learned the merits of selfdifficulties.
discipline and concentration,
you can have success without
GEMINI
Taureans make excellent
end.
May 22 to June 21)
musicians, writeis, artists,
Tendencies to avoid: inscientists, tPachers and hordecisiveness and an inclination
ticulturists Birthdate of: Karl
to accept faulty information
Marx, German socialist, author
without careful checking. In
of "Das Kapital."
other respects, day should go
well.
CANCER
June 22 to July 23) GC)
A period for reevaluation. Try
to learn just where you stand
The 'United States Postal
vis-a-vis other persons —
Service has announced that
especially competitors. Take
bids will be accepted until ten
nothing — and no one — for
a.m. on Thursday,-June 1, for
granted.
a star mail route from
...LEO
irk
(July 24 to Aug. 23)412,
Mayfield to- Murray, acYou may encounter some
cording to postal officials.
difficult persons, even run into
Bids will be for six round
unexpected opposition. Remain
of service per week,
trips
tactful, tolerant and affable,
using one van with a minimum
and storms will blow over.

Postal Service To
Take Bids On Route

of Raise A
Wednesday
a blowout for
ay. Jorge
le Calumet's
11.

feet of cargo space

of 90 cubic
VIRGO
for a period from July 1, 1978
(Aug. 24 to Sept.
to June 30. 1982.
Whatever your plans, take
into account new trends and
Interested biOders should
ideas, changing maneuvers request the complete bid
which could affect present package, containing all -ap-.
strategy. Se dauntleis, -ready plicable specifications from
_
for the unexpected.
Kenneth E. Martin, Manager,
LIBRA
Management
Transportation
23)
I Sept. 24 to Oct.
Lesser matters may be Office, U. S. Postal Service,
highlighted now, but these mild
F. 0. Box 1386, Indianapolis,
spark big achievements later. Ind.46206.
So, whatever you attempt, give your best. And do be prepared--piatclier
for all contingencies.

24-11Pil

SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) MeV
A shifting of certain situations
indicated; perhaps current
should
trends
action. Make
on the
in
altering'
Y°ti the effort
be
— discreetly.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Vec. 21)
Travel favored. In fact, any
trip on which you embark on
Friday could involve you in a
most unusual and highly
stimulating experience.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Controversy may prove
annoying, but here is where
your keen, logical mind will be
an aid. Emphasize pertinent
points and keep minor issues in
their place.
AQUARIUS
1Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
A notable day for presenting
new ideas; also old ones
carefully treateii to get the most
good still left in them. Your
talents should shine now.
PISCES
C'r
1Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Aspects Mostly auspicious,

Trees
it-for

VJS

muommor

4,J

41::0111#V31 1.1%7119

N"coc>cliellidEziltorkitip
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

Pillsbury

Hyde Park

$129

7 Oz

Lb Bog

18 Or

Hyde

59'

Vancomp

3/st

BrgsAND16 0z
P

Lipton

154
1 Oz.49
4

3 Oz

Kroft
30 z

DINNERS

Stokley

CATSUP
••••••-• .4004 411/eiva---

Hyde Park

Halves or Sliced
29 Or

Bryers

•

Except Butter Pecan

Either.
W Willi •

(31

3/89'

Chip Ahoy

—COOKIES

12 /
1 2 Ox.

Kerr Reg._ •

•

LS. No. 1
Red

••

320L

7

Nabisco

•

WO_

AV

II

Mi

• LIDS

3 doz

COKES::::POTATOES•
•JAR

Kerr Reg

ICE
CREAM

8910
$1:
8/i Oa
•
C.

Clorox

2

49
3/$1

GAI

-

Nftie Lives

_CAT
FOOD

$

- 'Macaroni Cheese

CHILI

kA
PPUNCH
;

PEACHES

1 7 OZ.

Vitt,

W Beans

Sets
ew House Roll
BLEACH
Call Record

WASHINGTON AP) —
House members gave Rep. William H. Natcher, D-Ky.,. a
standing ovation Wednesday
after he responded to his
10,000th consecutive roll call.
Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill
announced the record- to
House, saying he doubts "it
has been exceeded bY Any.
individual in the-history of the
world."
Natcher has served in the
House since 1954. O'Neill said
he has never missed a day or a
roll call.
Natcher cast his 6,321st vote
as the House debated a budget
resolution with the Kentuckian presiding as chairman
of the Committee of the Whole.

Open Daily 8:00 to 7:011.
Closed Sunday

WE GLADLY ACCEPT FOOD STAMPS
1401 W. MAIN. PHONE 753-4681
_Fri. & Sat. Store Hrs. 8-8
1259
FIGURINES
COFFEE,
SPAGMI
SAUCE
Pork
POTATO Vorailo
CHIPS
w/boons
CHILI
INSTANT
TEA

12 Or

C

5 Lb.

Dishwashing

•
•.
.
w••••w••v.*

DETERGENT

r

•

ME

•

Nabisco

Kroft

withle:mon and Sugar
Ice Tea
-

BARBECUE
SAUCE

36 Oz Con

Chefway

Hyde Pork
Plain or
Self rising

CRACKERS

Ligton

MIX

CORN

SHORTENING

MEAL

3 Lb Con

19C
1

320z

Ritz

Bonus Special
Both with $25.00 Order

_

doz

Hyde Park

•
•

LIMIT 4

41/$

or Whet* Kornai

•CAPS
•

• lob.
• •

•

69'

-

• Dairy•

Pride Illinois
. Golden
--,Cream Style

tag

ze

$149

I Lb

79'

18 Oz

Grade A

EGGS

_Doz.

Produce Bu Of The W

tfiT
amitik
ONIONS
19' 89'
White Texas

Clearance
Spring
Sportswear

WICHBTERSH1RE
SAUCE
woz

59

with

Libby
Deep Brown

PORK AND
-ANS

Lb

$12 50 purchase

1413z

4/'1 :wiTt7

Fresh Ripe

Fresh Green

CANTALOPE

CABBAGE

36s.-69c•mt

15'

Hyde Pork

Gall"

MILK

lb.

ORANGES
125 Size
Doz.

79'

Meat Makes The Meal There's No Finer Meat Than Owen's Best
Bryan Sliced

BOLOGNA
12 oz

onc
07

7

G
&W
s
reE
A FK
GradeCiIl C

LEGS

DELI DELIGHTS

69c THIGHS

Pit

Barbecue Pork
Pit Barbecue

Boneless Boston
Leon

Spring Reductions on Dresses,
Tops,'Pants, Skirts, Jackets!

PORK $159 PORK
CUTLETS I
STEAKS
Lb

U. S. Choice

•

Mon.:Sri. 9:30-8:90
Sat. 9-5
Sun. 1-5
PADUCAH,KY.

Ii

0n0$59
mu.

99

1 $1

99'

PORKBUTI
ROAST

BEEF
Oven
R nABaSiedBEEF
Oven Baked
CORN BEEF

Lb

b$298
Lb $398

•
11 S Choice

BONELESS
_
CHUCK tit IQ
ROAST Li l'" STEAK

• ifonelies

41

REAKFAST

I

TURKEY BREAST

Lb

4

All Beef and Orignol
lb

lb

$369

Oven Baked
•

FIELD WE1NERS.

Lb

---7
.

MS.119ws4kni,OM 4;_1474- -

IRE MURRAY,ly,. ti0C41.

X 31E1IE 30MP

2 Notice

1 Legal Notice
I, JOHNNY SHERIDAN,
am no longer responsible for any debts other
than my own. effective
May 3. 1978 Johnny
Sheridan.

OF' MAY 4, 071,
Richard A. McCuiston,
am no longer responsibk for any debts other
than my own. Richard
McCuistOn:

Notice

2 Notice

WOMENS LIB the fight,
for ERA. Facts Pro and
Con. Be informed.
WPS-ERA,
Write:
Route 1, Box 168A. West
Paddeth, Ky. 42086

BIBLE FACTS INC. Ephesians 5:17' states:
."Wherefore be ye not
unbut
unwise,
derstaading what the
will of the Lord es." and
James 1:5; "If any of
you lack wisdom, let
him ask of GOD,. that
--Meet
CI v rth
liberally, and. upbraideth not; and it shall
be given him." For
Bible answers or study
call 759-4600.

WHIT .WE do best is
care. Needline, 753-6333.

COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any
Wallets low as 24 cats,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artctaft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear errtrance.

1111MEIIIIIIEWIEW1999199
"
"
1 ..11"

Chock
FOR
WATKINS
Products. _Contact
Holman Jones, 217 South
13th., phone 753-3128.

Ad,

-e •
•

•

ACROSS

to Wednesday's Puzzle.Answer
_

59 Male

•

sheep

DOWN

Dtide
_ 4 Decays
8 Check
12 Macaw
13 Meotal
image
14 Otherwise
15 Mock
1'7 Seed
C ontainer
19 French
_ article,
20 Abstract
being
21 Hog

1 Novelty
2 Native
metal
3Father or
mother
4 Purges
5 Poem ,
6 Symbol for
tellurium
7 Savory
8 Crimson
9 Spanish
article
10Smelt. ;stand
11 Want
16 Writing
fluid
KLng°I •
"Sashan
21 Flag
22 Sorrow
23 Lure
24 Skin
ei-TrWehr
25 Monies

• 23 Financial
institution
25 Gave food
'
to
26 Bettor&
27 Perform
28 Sea eagle
29 Give up
32 Preposition
-__43_Coaca4ed
loved by
• Zeus
36 Singing
voice
',31313-tver
island 39 Marsh

1

2

12

o r•
Adv•rsis•is
requested no':civeck the
first insertion of ods for
This
corr•ctron
be
will
newspaper
responsible for only on*
mcorrect insorpon ANY
SHOULD SE
ERROR
IMREPORTED
MEDIATELY 50, PLEASE
AD
YOUR
Cf4ECK
CAREFULLY AND NOTIFY

title
44 U nemployed
26 Cover * .45 Three28 Transgress -- toed sloth
Kingls
321
( be
4846 Lockswt
opener
33
31 geaintyines
49 Emerged
vie-Writu15-'
34"Stalemate.50 Guido's
Bow
37
high note
19 Distasteful
51
Obscure 41 Command53 Preposition
42'Dance
scale
43 Chief
5 6

3 -6,

7

'''''.1
.

ig. 3
Z1730

9

Ike
Pas.

A
9

. . . .„
,--

BECAU5E1/011-dSE
GOINErA BIG i4ELP

•

.
Adak;.
Sold "
Emmy .

/53-1441
753-1621
753-6951
753-9331
753-5131

-..-

force
,.'"--•i 1
2°
• - 41 Number
:41
:!.
-'0
.42 Transfixes
'
,.-....:,°26
hi
-7.:
re23
73
'. .2
43 Concealed
45 Skill
ill'
V
.
f...
77
.46 Obese
1.35
*.ti
1r 15-3.
32 '
°'
4' 1
47 Man's
...
:'• .
nickname a.
3.5- Si;"
48 Young
.1 44
at
.,.4
49 Squandered .
, ',:•:",
''-'.At
52 Fiber
„
.`'.7
..•
,46 '0:4
43 ;44
7
•
•••
source
,‘:•51611
;.d,:.:'
.47
' •:949
54 God of
love
,..,..se
'
3'4 ..-:•.- ?,s. '‘i:!"
;
;
32
56 Man s
- -.:;.name
'''''
37
• ''.651
:^:".
•.
57 Negate
Ss.
_
58 Lease
Dims, by United FeMur, Syndwai,, SM,

.,

If You
tleed Them:

10 1 I

I•

,

Mother Who
Has Everything
Get Her A
RAY-HARM
PRiprr
At

REGAL 8 is now accepting applications for
part time maid. Apply in
person.

'BELTONE
FACTORY
fresh batteries. Wallis
Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.
3 Card Of Thanks

WANTED PART time
male night clerk at
motel. Send resume to
Box 32S.

I WOULD.LIKEto thank
everyone
for
the
prayers, cards, food and
-kindneSs shown during
my.stay in the hospital.
Etha Bailey.

WANTED RESPONSIBLE
• to
babysit in my home with
9 months old baby, 8-5,
Monday-Friday -at-Coldwater. Call 489-2116
after 5 p.m.

Gene
And
Jo's
Flowers

153-3535
Sad*
Ceignehenstre
753-6622
Ceti .
him Control . . . 153-1588
. 153-0919
Senior
753411ED
Neteline . ..
lean To Read . . . 153-22118

cial Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger &
Times

Shopping Center
Now accepting applications for full and
part tittle- sales
clerks.
Excellent
working condition.
Paid vacation. Group
hospital plan and
libe.ral
store
discount. Apply in
person Wednesday,
and
Thursday
Friday, May 3, 4 and
5,10 A.M.-5 P.M,

LOST 35 MM camera
Contact
767-3882.
Reward.
6. Help Wanted
WANTED - HELP th
elderly_gentlemen. Call
for information 753-1690. -

be accepted fer the
*ow el the Toe* 1111
ON/Allwr,
sandoi, 14.wad
bids any be pima es Jib
Groom, kb tharroy, or
iatiten Woodall

WANTED - Cbs Istian
lady to sing with a
----16-Spe-1'growfrom Paris
Landing area. For more
information call 901-2328369 after 5 p.m.

Staffers' and Mailers
URGENTLY
'NEEDED!' $25.00 per
hundred GUARANselfTEED. Send
stamped
addressed
ENenvelope, TK
TERPRISE, Box 21679,
Denver,C0,80221.

Goodyear has initiated a rapid
retail store expansion is Ile
Murray area, resulting in missal career opporturnn in Ilw
following fields:
*Retail Sales 1444agtment
Trainees
`Sales Personnel
'5eryice Mmiagers
'Mechanics
Goodyear benefits include sakl
_ViCifions, free hospitalizelill.
instance and
pensiee
program Opportunities for ad-Worm* lotDow-saier
get ahead Related sales en service experience is preferred.
All information kept in con-

4.PAR3'S. MAN' and
salesman. needed.
,Salary, commission,
vire a t- icrn
and
Ex- hospitalization.
perience
necessary.
Send resume to P. 0.
Box 32Q.

1
-:
Ckt4T-441S1
FLAVOR
,

I
OFF A
LOCK OF
YOUR
HAIR?)
MAY

cu-r

F."AmOuS
ROCK
SINGER
AT TkE
I J,OU

0WI MOW hew* $recate

1415
FALSE
TEET/-4
WERE
STOLEN

YES,51g. I
SEARCHED
EVERY MAN

I CAN'T IMAGINE
WHO WOULD
WANT THEM

COLLEGE SENIORS, we
have the opportunity
- that could make the
difference. Marketing
management.
and
-Couples preferred. Call
753-3763 Mir OpointmentEnFrelin
only,
terprises

OPPORTUNITIES
- IN RETAIL
MANAGEMENT "

• WANTED SOMEONE to
mow my yard. Call 7536711 after 4 T.m.

ZIPPY
MG YIPPEE

TOBACCO STICKS, 15
cents each. Standard
length. Call 753-4120:
James Sills.

FOR SALE OR LEASE Commercial metal
building 88 A 40. Gas
heat, located at 406
Sunbury Circle. For
further information call
0753-0/39 or 753-5287.

USED PHOTOCOPY
machines, good condition. Guaranteed. Fast
statement system,
Complete - back up
service and supplies.
Call 753-0123.

Who financed
mew pick-up

3EHR'S
Central

RED.-1101_ .SALE- Red- .
EXPERIENCED-- 'House of Crafts'. Make
waitresses and cooks.
hanger,
purse,
a
mother
Apply at Trenholms
etc. No. 72 Po4ytex
` Restaurant, Chestnut St.
twine, 155 yards, 63.49,
rwisfe-d-SALESPERSON FORPersian cord, 50 yards,
downtown retail store, _.
$2.00. Berklon braided
Full and part time,
' cord, 50 yards, $2.98: ,
Experience desired, -but
Odds and ends from
will train. In' applying
$1.00 up while they last.'
.give natric_sex, mental
status in own handYOUR NEED is our
writing. Apply to P. b.
concern. Needline, 753Box 264x.
6333.

TO TREAT AX1 TO AN
ICE -CREAM.CONE

OH, SOY --THERE
HE IS

15 Articles For Sale

10 Business Opportunity

12 Insurance

LOST MALE Seql Point
Siamesf' cat in Kirkwood-Glendale area.
Call 762-2298 or 753-0573
after 4:30.

US PROMPTLY IN CASE
OF AN ERROL

of

YES, WE HAVE bedding'
plants, shrubs and trees.
Juanitas Flowers, 917
Coldwater Rd.

LOST OR STRAYED
Hereford cow and calf.
.Stella-Coldwater
vicinity. Reward. Call
'489-2663 or 759-4506."

For The

or'

'CrossworciPuzzler..

6 Help Wanted

6000 BTU portable air
conditioner, demonstrator,full warranty, 15
months, $15 per month.
Call Goodyear before 6
p. m. 753-0595.

5. Lost And Found

•

•

PAILS' 1

10 USED storm windows,'
and 1 door. $50 for all.
Call 759-1944 after 4.

MFA Insurance:
who!
that's
filo104

WE BUY AND SELL Used
air conditioners. Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 7531551.

•
.looksHs

..Ronnie Rtiss

Gilson
PLYMOUTH
garden tiller. Also C
Allis Chalmer tractor
with plow, disc and
cultivator. Call 489-234E
or 489-2155.

210 f. Main
1531489

14 Want To Buy
GOOD CSED MOBILE
homes. Call 1-527-B3U.
WANTED
--_
1972
Calloway County High
School annual. Call 4*
„
4408.
WE BUY. USED mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Homes, 442-1918.
WANTED - Childs
tricycle in good condition. Call 759-1162 after
5p

KENMORE coppertont
stove,$100. Call 753-0836.
ONE 750 GALLON water
tank
Ellis Popcorn Co., .7535451.

_

FIVE 50 .FT. steel roof
- -FriisseS
451d-1UieTSchool Gym. Call after-5--p.4n. 492-8320 or 4928390.
AIR

TOE GOODYEAR
TIRE & RUBBER
COMPANY
Awn, 4
A. 1414. OPP4e4Hel tHIAH.

12. Insurance
FARMERS OF WEST
KENTUCKY . . now
- -have Group Excess .
Medical
Major
. Family
available.
rates under $80.00 per
year. This plan is coadministered and endorsed by the Major
Midwestern Livestock
Exchanges. For information on this new
group insurance
program call or write to
AND
BENNETT
ASSOCIATES,P.O.-Box
946, Murray, Ky. 42071
Phone 759-1486.

I
TWO
planter
cellent
4374382.

MASSEY
hay bale
489-2551,
20 Spor

33 FT.
house . b
electri
Chrysle
Call 759

14' ALUP,
h. p.
Moody '
to $550.

1917 MC
Wincht
Excelle
759-1182

Mini V
or 14'
, large
--housel

CONDITIONERS.

R.C.-EVall34-474•88411,-or--

474-2748.
STANDING
WANTED
timber. We pay top
prices on good quality
timber and will pay cash
or percentage . your
choice. Call after 6 p.m.
502-489-2334.

SMOKE DETECTORS,"
nationally
advertised
brand. Battery operated
and included. Rowland
Refrigeration, 110 South
12th.

15 Articles For Sale
FRIGIDAIRE washer
and dryer. Remington
• types:writer. Call 7535599.
SALE - SNAPPER
'
mower •replacemeat__
blades. Your choice 26",
28" or 30". $5.99 each:Wallin Hardware, Paris.
FOR SALE - four
drawer file cabinet, one
secretary chair. Both
just like new. Call 7539553 after 4:30 p.m.

53.113 BUYS ALL Of TN
-Mm- Need Pommy
MEW
Mickel
1wrjo Floury seg.
- WW1 ME Pony
• W.B. Pooloo
11166116 19$ us
Woods*
'
,-.21 Eliot Poory.22 yrs.
• 144112 Pony(ow)
-1..11160415aoll
WsPommy
S kliof Poway • 2S yrs.
Pio Fria two 11111
Pio Our Frio Gift
PIN Our Fres Inclarro
A•ed $3.05 old .25 Poll.
N:
JIM DaN1110 L
Hite S. Pia 64. Yhrlemse*
Senvisa, P. SUN

16 Home furnishings

The City of' Murray will
accept applicationS Until
-•May 10,_1978, 5:00 p.m..,
to fill a vacancy in the
Central Garage Applicant must have
_ -knowledge of general
mechanics necessary to
the maintenance of gas
and diesel equipment.
Applications may be
_ ----obtained at- the CityClerk's Office, City Hall
building, 5th & Poplar
A•HA0
Streets. Salary com-with
mensurate
'qualifications and inretirement
clude
system, hospitalization
paid
insurance,
vacations, andw- clothing
allowance. The City of
Murray is qn _Equal
Opportunity Employer
operating Under an
Affirmative Action
Plan.

.FOR SA
and ton.
489-2126.

SUPER STUFF, sure
nuffI That's Blue Lustre
for--cleaning'-carpets.
Rent electric shampooer
Western Auto, home of
"Wishing Well Gift
Shop."

FOR SALE: Home furnishings, 'tea utifid,--dId-dining.'table, heavy .
brass
with
wood,
covered feet includes 4
. lyre-back chairs. Call
-767-2354.

SCRAP CANDY and
scrap log rolls. $1.00 to
$1.50
per
pound.
Available at old Alin()
school house,8 a.m. to 5
p.m. Monday through
Friday, 8 am. to 12
noon, Saturday, Ky.
Candy Co.

The Ma
Kentuck
manent
closing
Street b
vicinity
hearing
the CityHall Bu
persons
formatio

immemowe

110M11110111

TWO SEATED yard
swing for sale. Call 7536604.
55 GALLON DRUMS,
Thornton Tile and
Marble, South 9th. Call
753-5719.

The rr
hearin
1978)
from
budge
contaii
senior
to attet

-

SEARS
AUTOMATIC
washer, $75. White 2
piece French Provincial
bedroom suite, $65. All
in good condition. Call
7534751
FOR SALE NEW solid
maple Captains bed.
Practically new Tappan
gas range. Call 753-4955.

We
Man a,
backgi
dling
paid v
suranc

Ap
Wits, You Think
Talus-Think

Of

-14- 411,tysaiii 1St
West Ky.

Shopp
and Fi
5

P.

blett.

Appliance Center
Soles & Service
NI N.

MPS, BUPA STEAD,
nee,N1 I EAT
OisiNER•
YOU'.

N IG

Help Wanted

ITS Tr4EiR
l OSA'

18 Sewing

Part-time help needed.
Must have Own transportation. Job
consists of delivery of newspaper
racks.
Mon. - Fri. 12-5 pm
Sat. 9 a.m-12 noon
See Mr. Delaney
.

At The

Miierray -Ledger & Times
11311 44 St

la •
0

,,,Iliarray, Ey. 42071

HOUSE OF THOUSANDS
Needleart Shop •
ox
Meadows, So th 1 th
Street. Must sell my
s••
.
•__entire
stock
of
Columbia-Minerva 4 ply
worsted weight and
sports weight yarns at ...
142 price, to make room
for my new line of
Brunswick Yarns in
both wool and acrylic, in
worsted 0/eight and
sports weight. Now in
stock--4- many new kits
and pattern books in
crewel and cotton
embroideries',• latch
hook, needirpOtnt
knitting and crochet.
Stamptd
tablecloths,
etael-qtaiit- tipw.
-erOby-Trt-ftrigtffililrraM7'
ull line of accessories
for each needleart..
- Needlepoint lessons 'east of materials only.
Infbrmation call 753•=6.

ust b
fey
persart

-

11 THE MURRAY, Ky. LBDGE1
a Y1MES, 11otersday, Way 4, 1978
_
tetftteeetU

atahkel-

etet
VWI.r
lee

ale
KS, 15
tandard
753-412Cr

armee'

20. Sports Equipment

19. farm Equipment
OCOP
od coneed. Fast
system,
reit up
iupplies.

CENTURY
.,FOR SALE TOBACCO- 26'
CRUISER, twin
and tomato sticks. Call
'Chrysler 225's with 400
489-2126.
hours total running
time. Sleeps 4. Extra
BIRCH
ROW
clean With full galley,
TWO
planter for sale. Ex'stereo'tape, loaded with
optional equipment. Call
cellent condition. Call
e 753-9537.
437-4382. • •

:able air
demonrranty, 15
n- month.
before 6

14' EBBTIDE Bass
Master.
50
horse
Evinrude. Trolline
motor and accessoriei.
Call 753-2589.

FERGUSON
MASSEY
hay baler. 10 Series. Call
489-2551."
20 Sports Equipment

windows,
i0 for all.
fter 4.
- '
ELL used
ers. Dill
04 or 753-

33 FT. NAUTAL1NE
house . boat. Has Kroler
electric generator.
Chrysler V-8 engine.
Call 759-4877.
14' ALUMINUM boat, 15
It. p. Johnson motor.
Moody trailer. Reduced
to $550. Call 753-3536.

Gilson
Also C
• tractor
lisc and
1 489-234f.

1917 MOD. Springfield
(Winchester) 30-06 rifle.
Excellent condition. Call
759-1182 after 5,

ccipertone.
1753-0836.
water
ose. Call
Co., 753-

MAN AND WOMANS 3
speed bicycle. Like new.
Call 436-5876,
MUST SELL 277 Apollo
jet boat, one new, one
demonstrator.'. One
equipped 460 Ford
engine, one equipped 454
Chevrolet engine. With
warranty.
Edwards
Motor Co., E. 4th Street,
Benton, Ky. 527-1436
days, 527-8814 nights.

_.

NOTICE

.

Mini Warehouse space available, large 28' x24" .
Lk_
or 14' x 24'. 10' x 10' doors, ceiling over 12' high,
large enough for almost any job. Ideal for a
-houseTull of furniture.

teel roof
old-RazeI
all after-5
I or 492-

EZ213=111111

1974 GMC dual wheel 1974 MOBILE HOME, 11 DUPLEX 2 bedroom,
X 65, 2 bedroom, 2 full
-- pickup with Eldorado
range, refrigerator,
baths. Call 437-4860.
camper. Stove.
washer dryer hookup,
egfrigerator, air conCalf 753-8096
carpet,
29 Mobile Home Rentals
ditioner, furnace. Sleeps
8. 1976 Sanger V-drive MOBILE HOMES and
34 Houses for Rent
boat. Gold metal flake,
mobile home spaces for
454 Chevrolet engine.
NICE HOUSE four miles
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-9488 or 753-1902. Call 75NEast. City
water.
Garden. Couples. No
10 x 4e TWO BEDROOM,
SET OF MCGREGOR pets. References. Call
air condition, water and
753-7551.
Tourney golf clubs. Four
trash pickup furnished.
woods and covers, nine
$70.
Call 489-2595.
irons, putter. Golf bag
FARM HOUSE near city
and car, caddy bag.
Unfits. Horse farm.
FOR RENT - 12 x 65 2
/
2 h. p. tiller, $35.
$125. 31
Small acreage, and
bedroom, 2 bathroom,
Call 436-2569.
garden spot. Spring
furnished trailer. Air
water
in
yard.
conditioner. Washerand
Refrigerator,.
stove,
3
dryer. Suniear only.
bedrooms, fireplace.
24' PONTOON boat with
$125 per month. Call 753Send resume with
40 h. p. Evinrude motor.
5342 after 5 p. m.
references to P. 0. Box
$1000 firm. Call 753-4530.
32R.
TRAILER LOTS FOR
22 Musical
rent in Hazel. $2.5. Hazel,
35 Farms For Rent
Ky. Phone 492-8352.
LOWERY ORGAN;Genie
88. Perfect condition.
FOR RENT 100k acres for
Call 753-8129 after 12 MOBILE HOME FOR
soy beans,. New Conrent. Also 12' Jon boat.
noon.
cord. Write Harold
Call 474-8805._
• Jewell, 1750 Moorhonse,
BALDWIN PIANOS and
Ferndale, Michigan
organs, used pianos. TRAILER SPACE -in
48220. country. Water furLonardo Piano Co.,
nished. Place 'for gar36. For Rent Or Lease
across from Post Office,
den. Call 753-7671.
Paris, Tn. ,
FOR SALE -= upright
piano. Beautiful walnut
ease Good works,buyer
must move. Call 753e
7499.

Call Days 753-3744
Nights 753-1818

•

ECTORS,`
idvertised
r operated
Rowland
110 South

WANTED RESPONgIBLE party to take
over small monthly
payment on 6 months old
yurlitzer piano. J and B
Music, 753-7575.

TRAILER SPACE for
rent. Water and utility
We. $35 month.. Also
want someone to share
house and expenses.
Call 753-0017, e
l -no answer keep trying.

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
253-4758
37. Livestock

MOBILE HOME spaces
Icif
r-oach
Estates
and
Fox
Meadows, South 16th..
753-3855. ,

13 Real Estate

41. Public Sales
YARD SALE 142 miles off
121 South on Highway
280. Clothes, toys,
dishes, and baby items,
miscellaneous.
Thursday and Friday.
YARD SALE-304 South
Ilth Street. Furniture,
baby +clothes,
miscelleneous items.
Saturday, 8:00. In case
of
rain _ Jollowing
Saturday.
YARD- SALE, Saturday,
Mat' 6, 8-? Adult,
children and infant
clothing, curtains,
bedspreads------ and
miscellaneous.
1114
Poplar. In case of rain
postponed until next
Saturday.
THREE. PARTY Garage
Sale, Saturday 8-4..811
Broad
Ext.
Boys
clothing, 6-8, 26" boys
bicycle, bean bag chair,
automatic juicer, men*
and womens clOthing,
games, jewelry, shoes,
boots, many other great.
buys Don't miss this
one, rain or shine.
GARAGE
SALE,
.May 8. Continued
from
last
Saturday. New items
added. 707 Sycamore St..

Supplies

WANTED --Horses to
Wend on /5 strese-F'or
more information call
474-2754.
.

23. Exterminating

OEM=

•

tome fur-

heavy .
brass
excludes 4
lira. Call ee-

TomATic

BEHR'S

, White 2
-Provincial • ie.:
le, M. All
Ilticx Call

'JEW solid
•ains bed.
ew Tappan
ill 753-4955.

e"

Of

Ky.
I Center
iervica
414410__

The
Tappan.Company

IOUSANDS
hop
'ox
ioJ1 h 16th
t sell my
Lock
of
nerve 4 ply
eight and
. yarns at
make room
w line of
Yarns in
!acrylic, in
eight and
it. Now in
y new kits
books in
d‘ cotton
5,- latch
!cilepoint
croehet.
bbleclotha,

Hourly Employees

The Tappan Company

Appliance Group Murray Operatilies

---

iccesnories
needleart
lens rials only
call 753-

11111.41.

•

"••••••

f
-

43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate

per- NEW LISTING - Thrae--2
PERFECTION
sonified in this lovely 3 • bedroom, 112 bath brick
ranch home built in 1978;
BR brick and stone
Central electric heat
home in Panorama
pump, attached garage.*
Shores. Family room,
lovely kitchen with
nice kitchen, 2 car
built-ins
garage,
and
atbath, and
tractively decorated
more. Lake view afid
throughout. Priced at
close . to twtn only
$35,000. Phone Kepperud
$41,000. Nelson Shroat
Realty, 753-1222 for all
Co. REALTORS, 759your Real Estate Needs.
1707.
e.=:e

PRICE REDUCED Moo.
Price just reduced on
this spic and span 3
bedroom, 2 bath home
west of city limits.
Central heat and air,
lovely
36
x
16
greatgroom
with
fireplace and antique
oak mantel, outside
storage buildOlg, concrete driveway and
attractive landscaping.
Phone
KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222.

FIVE ACRES on High
way 641 about 4 miles
South. With two small
rental houses. Good'
business lot. 255 ft. highway frontage. All for
only $21,000. - Galloway
Realty, 505 Main St.,
Murepy, Ky. Phone 753.5842.

RENTAL INCOM•t
PROPERTY for sale
near university. Bi-level
brick home with main
floor having 3 bedrooms,
l'e baths. Additional 6
apartments with'
separate entrances in
lower level. Central
natural gas heating and
central electric air.
Phone
KOPPERUD
REALTY. 753-1222 for
courteous, reliable
service.

REALTORS

South 17th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753.1051

NEW LISTING - Near
Kentucly Lake. Large
year-around home in
wooded setting. Approximately 2700 square
feet of living area in the
impressive home with
walk-out
basement.
Central heat and air, 2
fireplaces
with
heatalator, extra 2-car
garage with boat shed
and workshop,. large
screened back porch.
and quality construction
throughout. Priced in
the 60's and worth it!
Phone
KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222. for
all your real estate
needs.

Tucker Realtors

Can Help

dph

GARAGE SALE,_ 2006
Getelkorelegleilla.
Saturday.

YARD SALE-Saturday,
May 6.8 a.m. to 4 p.m. at
BULLS FOR SALE,
30 Business Rentals
1401 Story Ave. NOTICE
performance tested half
Murray. Depression
and three-quarter blood
glass, shoes, clothes,
Sirrunental
and
MaineThe (city/county) of Hazel will hold a public
Commercial
FREE
men and women and
Anjou bulls. Only the
hearing at (City Hall, Hazel, Ky.,7 p. m., May 16,
'------• Space Inspection
boys, and lots of odds
very best performance
1978) for the purpose of obtaining comments
and ends.
For Rent
Kelley's
bulls selected from over
from citizens regarding the proposed annual
Building ideally suited
•1,000
performance
Termite
budget and the use of Revenue Sharing funds as
for office or small
-tested cows are being YARD SALE. Furniture,
contained in that budget. All interested citizeee,
Pest
retail establishment
• offered for sale. Broad'. clothes, nice case, tapes
senior citizens and organizations are encouraged
Control
and more. Location bt
available for rent in
Bent Farms, Cadiz, Ky.
to attend and submit their comments.
NIG Sevtk1,11r
-doromtown area. Gone ---42211, Phone days 235-- -- Stella-. Cancelled-if -rain.
' nein 7S3-3114 8-12. Saturday. ,
tact Gene McCutcheem
5182.
In Business Over
30 Years : at The Murray Ledger
-Certified By EPA
38 Pets Supplies
-Bil
many
TURDAY ONLY -9 a.
'& Times, 73-191s, bet-m. - 6 p. m. 218 N. 13th.
ween 8:30 a. m. and 4
on
EdaySEE
.C1M
THE
Lots of clothing for
p.m.for details.
26. TV Radio
PUPPIES at Paradise
everyone, especially
Kennels. Pugs, Chow
ladies sizes 16-22%,
REPOSSESSED Sound
The Mayor and Common Council, City of Murray,
Chows, Pekingese,
odds and ends.
Design Stereo Console.
Kentucky, will hold a public hearing on the per• Scotties, Gaden
$15 per month. ,Call
THREE
BEDR00111
manent closing of a portion of Payne Street. The
Retrievers
and
Goodyear before 6 p.m_
GARAGE SALE, Friday
house or apartment.
closing will be for either a section of or all of, Payne
Chesapeake
Bay , and Saturday, 513 South
Call 953-0000.
Street between the 14 and 15 hundred blocks in the
Retrievers. Gerbals,
GE 19" color TV, $20 W.
8th Ext. Baby furniture,•
vicinity of Murray State University campus. The
$2.00.
May - Dog World
month, Call Goodyejir WANTED go RENT
boys clothes, sizeinjant
a 1.
hearing will be held during the regular meeting of
Magazine: Open 9 to4, i
through 6„
753-0595 before 6 p.m.
or
2
bedroom
"house
in
the City Canner'.on May Ilth at 730 p.m.in theCity through
-clothes-,-sett 14 18,
WUFray. Would like to
Hall Building, 5th & Poplar Streets. All interested
Saturday. Closed
LARGE MOTOROLA TV,
books, miscellaneous.
move
between
now
and, Sunday. 753-4106.
persons are welcome to attend.. For further innice
blonde
,
wood
first of September. Call
formation call 753-1225 between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00
cabinet,
excellent
SALE, 42th- a
492-8407.
ARC GERMAN-15mi YARD
p.m.
speakers, new picture
Thursday,
Mulberry,
.
-haired. 'rhtee litters 5-7
tube. Cheap. Call 75332 Apartments For Rent
Saturday.
and
Friday
8
Field
months.
5593.
to 5 p. m. Name brand
TWO BEDROOM duplex:
champion lines.
_jeans, clothes, shoes,
Available
May. 5.- _Also half Flusity,--half
78 MODEL Pioneer SX
lots of glassware, few
Central heat and air, all
Shepherd
puppies.
Look
650 receiver. Two CS
Ladies Apparel,
antiques.
electric. Call 753-9741.
like Huskies. Five
66G three way speakers.
months old. Call 354-8776
_ •
Specialty Store
Suggested retail price
MOVING SALE, 4 party:
FURNISHED air conBenton.
We are now taking applications for Store
$1,005.00, for sale $500.
Friday and Saturday.
ditioned 1 bedroom
Manager. Experience necessary. Retail
Call 753-4641 days, 753May 5 and 6. 2010
apartment.
-3
Heat,
months
water
DOGS
BIRD
background in selling womens clothes and han3724 after 5.
Gatesborough Circle. 8and
cablevision
Been
pups.
Pointer
old.
conditions,
working
Excellent
dling personnel.
5. 1970 Buick Estate
provided. $125 month
wormed and listemper
paid vacation. Group hospital plan and life in27. Mobile Home Sales
wagon, refrigerator,
_shots call 1-901-247pies electric aed dep.
surance. Liberal store discount
WANT TO BUY double
crothes, furniture, books
soil
Call
753-7243
after
3.
5570.
Apply in person to BEHR'S in Central
wide trailer. Call 753and household items.
Shopping Center, Wednesday, Thursday
39. Poultry • Sipplies
7975.
FURNISHED 2 bedroom
CARPORT SALE, Friday
apartment, 308 South
and Friday, May 3, 4 and 5 from 10 A. M. MORE tieing white
and Saturday from noon
1968 HOLIDAY trailer.
10th. $150 month. Call 25 OR
5 P. M. See Mr. Shiffman or Mrs. Bramrock hens. $ 00 each.
to 4., 907 Vine. Baby bed
Lot and half. E,ast
753-0859.
, p.m. 474Call after 4:3(
blett.
Elementary SchOol
and other baby items.
2262.
district. Call 753-6566.
lots of new items.
TWO
BEDROOM
apartment,
stove,
40. Produce
RUMMAGE SALE at
refrigerator and dishAmerican Legion Hall.
washer furnished. Call
Friday, May 5 from 8-5
753-3465 Or 759-1233 after
PICK
0
Luggage, hair dryer.
4 p.m.
4.,_
1 COLLEGE FAR rd.
paperback books,
STRAWBERRIES
clothing, lots ofodds and
NEW DUPLEX • near
ends and macrame
completion. Luxurious
401.
,
hangers.
throughout, both sides
of
,Veit
mile '
1
have cathedral ceiling in
Calloway Hie 7 a. m
_FIVE PARTY Yard Sale.
living • ropm
and
daily about P447.
is now accepting applications for
--Quilt tops, clothes,
bedrooms. Carpeted
,
• dishes, depression glass,
through, Wekern cedar
Pho
something for everyone.
on outside. Lowered
West end of Coldwater
living room floors,
753-4498
and Saturday.
Friday
located on large corner
ust be willing to work any of three shifts and be able to perform a
lot.
Must
seen
be
to
the
at
in
person
apply
interested
should
ariety of job skills Persons
YARD 'SALE - 6 party
appreciate. Gail 753-4449
personnel office of
41 Public Salts
Friday 7 a. m. 1624
after 5 p.m. for apRd
College Farm
pointment.
YARD SALE, ursdnY.
lawn
machine,
Portable
5th.
Friday. May lie and
moners. baby bed,
SO1JTHSIDE MANOR
9 to 5. 201 ieth 15th
eleciric motor, antique
APARTMENTS , South
Street.
chairs, desk, swivel
Broad
Extended,
chair, cedar churn,
Murray, Ky. .Pip- - YARD SAE,eree miles
plants.
plications now being
pp .
East.
*
•
taken-for
new
one,
two
Now througt NintlaY. A
Murray, Kentucky 42471 •
suct-- three. botfroerrire.--lot or vei---y.-!‘71.417@ffixSret1erosiP-V-111--PIttltr"T' a
Monday through Saturday-- ia-r-"subsidized apartments.
from 8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Waldrop Realty
Occupancy available 30- YARD SALE. infant to
60
days. Call 753-8668.
In Business
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F •
adult clothing. Levis,
Ask for Brenda Jones.
a
Since I 956-.
antiques, dishes and
Equal
opportunity
753-5646
miscellaneous May 6.
housing.
520 Whitnell
BUDGET HEARING

NOTICE.

Think

•
32 Apartments For Rent

27 Mobile Home Sales

Your
Dream
Home
Too!

EXQUISITE UIKE
'FORREST HONE -

LIKEVIEW101

One acre more or less joining
TVA and State Park - just
stones throw to boat ramp. 24
x 60 basement already built
plus septic tank, electricity
and water.

4

TAKE A DEEP BREATH
OF FRESH COUNTRY AIR
. . and view the suburban
scene from this gorgeous 3
bedroom brick home, setting
on a comfortable 128 x 256 lot
located in Fairview Acres.
CLOSE TO TOWN AS

0

- LAKE,FRONT
Beat the heat this' summer,enjoy those cool breezes coming
off the lake in this smart two-

YOU CAN GET AND
STILL ENJOY LIVING
IT VIVI INF
This luxurious home has eye
appeal, convenient design and
special
energy
saving
features. A 3 bedroom brick
located in Lake Forrest with
13 x 20 paneled family room
with fireplace equipped with
efficient heatalator tied into
central heating unit for those
low cost heating hills, large
carport with storage, 14 x 30
bricked workshop - setting on
3large w&ded lots.

home with 2 baths, large kitchen and family room come_
bination With fireplace - large
bedrooms with plenty of
storage area, porch and sun
deck - backyard gently slopes
into Ky. Lake located in
Lakeway Shores.

JUST LISTED
7 Choice commercial lots in
Pine Bluff, sold separately or
in one package deal. Gall
today for more information.
JUST LISTED
Package deal, 2 homes for the
price of one - located in lake
area close to Hamlin - setting
on a large, better than an
acre, lot with black top frontage.

RENT MONEY
IS SPENT MONEY
For the thrify, a good starter
home, a most tempting buy
and hard to beat at the price a hammer, saw and a little
initiative saves dollars for
you. This is a house you can
fancy up to live in, rent or
resale-located on 16th Street
just north of 121 By-Pass - has
extra large lot and in a good
location.

A HOME WITHOUT TREES
IS LIKE A DAY
WITHOUT SUNSHINE

LAKE FRONT
Eliminate those huge vacation
bills - cancelled reservations time wasted. Let us show you
this lake front condominium,
furnished and on wooded'
shoreline lot located in
Keniana Sebdivision.

WEEKEND RETREAT,
SUMMER VACATION
OR YEAR ROUND
LIVING
You must see this 2 bedroom
mobile home situated on a
beautiful lake front lot located
on the main lake in Pine Bluff
Shores to believe it. The lot itself is practically worth the
total price and your can have it
all for only $15,500.

Built for fun is this year round
• vacation home lust- minutes
from downtown Murray located on large wooded lot, a two-story gambrel roof design
- has approtimately 1,700 sq.
ft. of living area, 3 bedrooms,
2 baths, large kitchen and
living room, sewing room or
office, his and hers carport
with storage, patio and sun
deck.

^

The trees are here and you get
a beautiful 3 bedroom modern
home along with: Natural
wood quality construction
tucked *away in quiet and
peaceful seclusion. Let us
show you this fine home. Call
us today for an appointment.

A GOOD DAY TO BUY
TOMORROW'S HOUSE
IS TODAY
It is less expensive and larger
- let us show you this brand
new, never been lived in, 3
bedroom deluxe country home
featuring approximately 2430
sq. ft. just minutes from downtown Murray. This is one of
our best offerings, don't delay,
call today.

CALL 7534342400Y

--

116

tat
be 61111011436-5676
lel Kell 153-461
Don locker 153-1931
Po Morey 753421

DONALD It

,,,,,,,,ToR
TUCKER

OF
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OPEN SHOPINN •
AUCTION SALE

-

-

MASSIE

_211:111=1111_

I

Every Friday Right
641 Auction House
Paris, Tennessee
This week two loads from St. Louis. Spindle back
rockers,drop leaf two drawer walnut table, Duncan
Phyle-talite and buffet or walnut wardrobe. Oak
wardrobe, big office desk. Dresser. odd tables and
chairs, signed desk, big oak chest. Five big hanging
brass light fixtures,lots of glass and dishes, pottery,
crocks, tools, art glass windows, odds and ends of
all kinds

yet nay
-mineles hem towel Tbre•
Corky ahaesphere

leridt twit!' aka* woods
Reel backyerd. Carpet over
hardwood.la Irina nem end
long. Large 1.1 & Mailer IR.
Tile bath. liwiaailiate
possess's& OAF434419.

James E. Travis,
0278 Auctioneer

litre mien two bedroom
Cream located ge LAM..'ski deep tot. Appresisuately
IMI1 se. ft. living area,

AUCTION SALE
Sowtkry, Nay at 10.... ii.., di.. at tbe Mrs.Pui1kysee
s....' Piste BMW Shines. Freer News Canard p 161-41011
Men Shorts turn right en lake roma 13g. le theAmeiam dip.

piewee wens, sane carpet.
Large rosins, recently
remodeled. Only 514,500.

WIN sell: sae of dm best II ft 73 Arrow glass bass beats with $S bp
Massa, depth finder, trellis meter, live well beg, 2 captaie seats hid
13 assiel troller. Ake 21 kg. M...miler semis 1.1f! 7 M. GE pm-

753-3213 Anytime

IMMa oath steed, GI store mania nide Mad reseed *Me. 15 ft. WI
deep breeze refriperefer dekmaiilfizr, tee cart, 3 hp Maude, Bodes LOTS FOR ALL OcIMMO traMAIMMFANIMILIINIMA11111100.1111.1K- MOM. casions. We have listed •

43 Real Estate
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AucirioN
•

---44404,441,C~44erhoots,
- Pitetrwy, Kentecky
753-4451

Sctturday, Ma)ri- 3, 1978;
4044.44 -Leonard-&-Betty-Saindier,

Professional Services
*tin The FrIendly Touch"

Beautiful building site
almost 4 miles past
Mt. Cannel Church. 2
acres-of land.It is per-.
fect for you if you enjoy wild- life. Very
private and priced to
sell. ONLY $4,000.
Boyd-Majors
Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th.
44. lots For Sale

FOR SALE- 100 x 100 ft.
lot with three room
cottage on Boat Wright
Hill, Across from 'even
'Cobb Marina. Call Mrs.
Nellie LoWe, 901-4793A"Y 2130, -Futtbn,
y:5
today? Can
we show
4153-1492 or 753-1499
45 Farms For Sale
Loretta Jobs _Realterk_nnitegno_roliii attic
Northeastern Weakley
County; Tenn. 502-3822557.

5 Miles South of Murray
Highway 121

L Et111 Grace
Et Restaurant
I..41111Mk1'
AMOCO

1

-

AUCTION SALE

46 Homes For Sale
Saturday, Way 8th 10 a.m. at the late Florence Itua;OWNER - 3
flimsy home half way between Lynn Greve and Tri 'BY
bedroom,
1'2 bath,
City, Ky. on Ilighaay 94. Across from Narrates
,
garage, central air and
Grocery.
heat, carpeted. 14 x 24
„Jiving
room with full
Will sell house of furniturvi app4ance_s„_an#q_
walr TirepTace.
ned
and
chairs
odd
room
suite,
Vass-and china, livirig
Blown . 'Insulation.
recliners, coffee and end tables, oak rockers, anFenced backyard. 16 x
tique poster bedrodm suite, odd beds, electric stove,
20--raised 'deck. _Weeded
and refrigerator_3 antlivie-dressers, renter table,lot. Paved crrfireway. All
claw feet on glass balls_ stereo, radios, wringer
on 1-2 an, acre in Lynnwasher, 3 feather beads, lots of fancy quilts, lots
wood Estates, 2 miles
garden
items,
dishes, depression glass, cast iron
Murray:
South
of
tools, glass door china cabinet, lots more goodies. Possession in June. Call
753-0717.
For information call

Chester and Miller
Auction Service

THREE
BEDROOM
brick home, 1 bath,
utility room, large
kitchen and living room,
gas heat. Call days 7535678, nights 753-2595.

435-4128 or 435-4144
Lynn Grove, Ky.
•
,

Member
Multiple
Listing

LARGE LIVING -room, 17
x 20 with dinette, 5
rooms, utility room,
wall to wall carpet, gas
heat, corner lot. Near
schools and markets.
Call 753-1394. .

49. Used Cars & Trucks

1973 JEEP WAGONEER,
4 wheel drive, power
steering and braes.
$2400.00. firm. Call 7530400.

1973 CADU,LAC Coupe
DeVille. $2400. Call 7537827.

GOOD 1972 CHEVROLET
4 door Nova. Automatic,
power and air, AM-FM
radio, tape player, small
V-8. $1350. Call 489-2595.

THREE STORY brick, 3
bedroom on ground. '
Two rooms up. Four:
rooms in basement.
Large living room, large
kitchen, 2 baths. Dishwasher,
garbage
disposal and stove. 1008
Sharp St. Call 753-6638. ,

1973 HONDA 350 SL. Less
than 1,000 miles. Call
436-2262 or-7534078.!
197-S si5IYKi GT-T
-3W- Excellent condition.
Must sell. Call 759-1516.

Drive down Main Street and take a lorA at this
impressive 2-story home. Lots of livISH area
- which includes 4 bedrooms, study, dint* room,
den, living room, plant room, basement and central natural gas heat. Price now only $35.800.

Murray, Ky.

-

Have ye
brick he
acres of
This nes
Ezell Rd
tly beer

1974 550 HONDA, $900..
5,500 Miles. Excellent „
condition. Call-153-3248.•
,1976 HARLEY DAVIDSON, 1200 Super Glide.
Black, 3.400 miles. _I2ke
new. Call 474-2346 or 7532321.
1970 750 TRIUMPH, $800.
Call 489-2399 after 4:30.
1976 HONDA 380 CBT.
Less than 4,000 miles.Several extras, including helmet. Like
new. $800 or best offer.
Call 753-8124.
977 758 HONDA. Lots of •
extras. $1700. Also 1973
Pinto, good condition.
$1200. Call 753-5696.

The dream of a life time is this 57 acre farm
South of Murray that has just been reduced from
$69,500.00. Extra nice house featuring three
bedrooms, fireplace, built-in desk and J:113014.•
casmsarpet 1k-situated on aiiiroverlooking the
farm. Good outbuildings, pond, well, and approximately 30 acres of tendable land. A real
truY!

Edna Knight 7153-4910
Anna Acworth 753-2111
Si,. Knight 153-4110
Lila Reed 753-11011$
IMO Fain 713-1374
Armstrong 4311-2174
Nay Roberts 435-5450
Pe

412 South 12th St.

Three bedroom, 2 bath home featuring 36' x 16'
great room with lovely fireplace. Located just
West of Murray city limits and priced very attractively OR today's market. This is an energy
efficientstepsaving home. Now only 840,000.

753-1651

-REALTOR'

PRICE REDUCED $201$
Bright and cheery 3 bedroom, 2 bath charmer,
only 1 year old. Featuring den with fireplace,formal dining room, 2.-car garage and realistic
price in the 40's. let ri new ray of sunshine into
your life and take a look at this quality home.

REALTY

Ph.7531222
-

Harry Patterson 492 8302 Bill Rayburn'759•4900 • Ge0 Andersen 753-7932 - George Gallagher 753-8129 - Bill Kopperud 753-1222
4

1973 GRI
straight
miles ps
excellei
$950.00.
6217.

Located at 1703 Audubon and featuring all the extras you could want is this three bedroom, two
full bath home. Central electric heat and air conditioning, fireplace, carpet, drapes Ai spreads,
disposal, range, dishwasher, covered patio and
.fenced in back yard. Located near Murray High
SChoot and tens than $50,000.00. See it today!
•

-114111E,
7m...111

328 So. 6th, Mayfield, Ky.
(502) 247-2421
Terry Shoemaker, Auctioneer

1972 OLD
4 door
steerini
air, AM
radial
conditi
753-3571

kte
jkral
dining
binabon
Ideal for
city livir

156' x 280', 2 bedroom apartment over'grocery.
IMES RW4

1964_ FA
good A
male b
0655.

1975 HONDA 4 cylinder,
400 F-4. 3700 miles. $750.
Call 753-0000.

PRICE REDUCED $1000
I

1968 CHEVROLET Impala. Four door. Call
7674254.

treated as "on only client"!

47 Motorcycles

1970 el
Forest
air, i
p6177
12.0130.

1972 CHEVROLET Luv
Pickup. With tool box.
Call after 5 753-1702.

BY OWNER 2 bedroom
home on 3 acres, 4 miles
from Murray, - Four '(,
miles to lake. Electric 197$ CHEVROLET dump
1475 CHEVROLET, 4
heat, new carpet, nevi- truck, 12,000 -miles. 1977
wheel- drivg, 10 Series.
roof, storm windostra- Case MO C_backhoe, 200
Tour peed, 400 motor,
Fenced for horses, - hours. Ditch Witch
custom deluxe cab. Lock
trencher, 1972 Inmany trees. Complete
in hubs,wide wheels and
ternational Scout. Call
hookup for mobile home
tires. 1976 Ford 250, 4
527-1315 or 474-8854.
on property. Owner
speed, lock in hubs, AMleaving state. Make us
FM tape player, po*er
an offer. Call 753-7450. 1968 FORD Galaxie
steering apd brakes.
convertible, very nice
Call 474-2384.
ear. $1000.00 firm. Call
FOR SALE- by owner,3
753-4530.
bedroom, 2
bath,
1969 CHEVROLET AMfireplace, appliances,
FM radio, good radial
hardwood, some carpet, 1975 BUICK SKY HAWK,
tires. $150 or best offer.
power steering, power
storage, shady lot, good
Call 767-2206.
brakes, air, automatic,
location. 217 South 15th.
AM-FM, tilt wheel. 1973
Call 759-l7
,,
,,J'_ ap1972 DATSUN 1200. Ne*---- --V. W. Super -Beetle. Call
pointment.
engine. Needs body
759-4605 after 5.
work. $475. May be seen
FOR SALE BY OWNER'
at Riviera Cts. or call
1976 FOUR WHEEL drive
- two bedroom house
753-7524.
F250. Call 759-1130.
with-utility and carport.
Near University. Call
1972 DODGE DART
1968 CHEVY Bel Aire
759-1760,
Swinger. V-8 engine.
Wagon, automatic, $300.
Power,air, low mileage.
1969 Pontiac Grand
NEW HOME FOR SALE
Excellent condition. Call
Prix, $600. Call 759-4198
in Canterbury Estates.
•
after 4, 753-8560.
753-3570.,
or
Three bedroom, 2 bath,
2 car garage with
storage area. Call after
ROBERTS REALTY, WHERE each person If
5, 753-1358,
•

TIME TO MOVE WITH
KOPPERUD REALTY

PRICE REDUCED $1 500

49. Use

49 Used Cars & Trucks

46 Homes For Sale

IN SEARCH of ... a
THE NELSON SHROAT
summer retreat? We
have lake property
CO. REALTORS
listed in Pine Bluff
759-1707
527.1468 - 7538625
Shores, Panorama,
utoom lens %MOS("t5'
Lake Forest, Lakeway
Shores' and Palisades
COWENIFINT
Subdivision ... lots and THIRTY FIVE
acres
LOCATION - Walk
inhomes. Make an
with water front located
across the street to the
vestment your whole
at Chandler' Park area
university from this
family will enjoy. Call
of the lake Hamlin,
well-kept older home
753-1492, Loretta Jobs
Ky.) Property has long
. with three 'bedrooms,
Realtors.
blacktop road Ky 1918)
two baths, central ga,i,
.plus a new road serving
heat and
a
hall
portion of the - -basement. There it also
a
C.
property. John
an extra plus with a
Neubauer, Realtor, 505 ._three room upstairs
Main Street, Murray, . apartment th-outside'
753-0101 or 753-7531.
entrance.-'If you are
lookeng for a house
in the mid forties
that is convenient to the
__university call us today.
Phone Kopperud Realty,
'Professional Seretres
- 753-1222, anytime.
With The Friendly Touch

1

41

FOR MOREPRORTABIE RESULTS
-Sento

-CD M M E-R-C-I At
'hibillIsee golf clubs end cart We newer, pomp seed MIL Wasson
vacationers
the
LOTS: 12th Se Main -2
for
lots
11•11000110101,
'spew,salami heed, elec bodge trisazet.
lettlir
in prime location.
lots
Shores,
Lakeway
in
radio, 4
--pd. grey paid,
hasheist, 2 side Wilier' slower,
Macof
vicinity
vise sod steed inters, 2 bar steels heavy duty WI saw, Pig
Pine Bluff and Ken
Donald's & Cap'n D's.
clamp, steel treps,,1 pl ice creme freezer, 100 ft. 14 elec. wie, yaw
Professional Services
Shores Estates. Or if
heck pest, castees and belt, pepteert, World tool aid hook
Mitallie Friendly Touch'
These lots are appx.
are interested in
you
sercyclopeihs sets, basketball goal, Isesuing jacket aid yeses, seizes;
145' x 150'. Ideal
building in town, take a
drill bet aid sad
Pea stead, howl sews avilli4ess, work heed,
Sure it's upsetting to
business site. Boydahve
*e
lot
the
lookat
Oder.
set,
*Mr
and
wreathes, 2 set thresfreights sockets, t.2 in. mcket
fight a losing battle
Estate,
Real
Majors
Oxford
,
1514
listed a
S piles yes cans, Aria chokers,$M.,elec. fee, Christmas decarelisee,
with ktiotise you want
105 N. 12th.
tube tatter awl finnan teal. misc.seiess.mals begs
Drive in Canterbury
sell...btit it's also
to
feel cabinet with drawers fel of took, lerettre, pic%re..loops.2
Subdivision. Let us show
unnecessary!
The
skater with lid, 11
meets, Ageism* mirror with coat
you these fine -.lots or
calm, practical apDEAR AD .READER:
crock, eig pichise aid hone,frvit pus, ell types et
,
.--any-cother lots listed with
proach to your' home
prise feels, swil Misc. Ober items.
!Love This House!! It's,
the Multiple Listing
priretely.
eatpliel
selling troubles is to
bade is else offer* her kens* fee p1.
located in walking
Service. Call John C. _distance .of.. shopping'
3 beiseeekien, 2 cse gangs ever leek* Ky. Lake. This is a
listoyour_proriertY.with
pleis re IsrallitTis.-111071111111111111114-14ronfilials, '
eubauer, Realtor, 753:
Real •
'Boyd-Majors
stores
grocery
centers,
dap.4 sale,wittAitiviabs-Gerawo. hr isioreessise awl
-or 505- Main St
12.
N.
105
Estate,
and schools..3 bedroom
swiss needs ail
room
and
with
rec
brick
AUCTIONEERS
den, fenced in brick and A TOUCH of Nature
Bob (Frosty) Miller
Guy Spann Realty
wood patio, priced in the
this
surrounds
'Your Rey Pea*
30's...Can't wait to tell
492-8594
beautifully kept brick on
In Reel
_
you more about it. Call
picturesque 2 acre
Terry Shoemaker
753 7724
at,753-1492 for more
me
-101
Sycamore
lierear,
lot...Some
of the special
436-5327
details, Loretta Jobs
features of this home
Realtors.,
are: beautiful built-in
kitchen, fireplace with
heatalator for winter
Peru!! & Thurman
months,r2i 15 patio for
Insurance I Real Estate . summer cook-oinorutse...and

-1k Qr.
•

1

OLD F
Love a
pointmr
on a be
bedroor
.and eco
fort. Tit
is worb

HERE'
styled t
• and un
rear pa
bath, p
!nal dir
Only $5:

FOR TU.
this bri,
family li
living r
area, m
speciou.s
perfect r
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49. Used Cars & Tiucks

49. Used Cars & Trucks
111=1
LLAC Coupe
2400. Call 753-

1970 OEIMMOSH.E *Forest green, power,
air, AM with tape
• pG"TeilPGood condition.
12.000. Call 767-2776.

VROLET Luv
Vith tool box.
• 5 753-1702.

1964 FALCON, 4 door,
good condition.. Two
male beagree. Call 7530655.

VROLET Lemur door. Call

1972 OLDS DELTA Royal,
4 door hardtop. Power
steering, power brakes,
air, AM-FM stereo tape,
radial tires. Good
condition. $1250. Call
753-3571 or 753-8124.

i:VROLET, 4
ive, 10 Series.
ed, 400 motor,
"luxe cab. Lock
ride wheels and
6 Ford 250, 4
I in hubs, AMplayer, poarer
arid brakes.
384.

1973 GREMLIN - 6 cyL
straight shift. Gets 27
miles per gallon and in
excellent
condition.
$950.00. Phone 1-3546217.

VROLET AM), good radial
1 or best offer.
206.

-

MI FORD RANGER, • 1967 FORD. new tires.
Call 4374218 after 5.
power steering, power
brakes, air condition:
1974 RATSUN B-210, AM$2,000. Call 753-7975.
FM, automatic, steel
belted radials. $1900.
1964 GMC
TON pickup
Call 767-2455.
in good shape. Call 7591890.
1970 PONTIAC Bonneville, $450 or best
1969 FORD one ton with
offer.- Call after 5 p.m .
service bed and Hornet 4
436-2675.
cylinder
air
compregsor. 1977 Ford
Chateau,. full power,
1973 MERCURY Mondouble air, cruise
tego, power, air, AMconteol, tinted glass.
FM stereo, needs body
Eight Passenger. 17,000
work, $1150. 1967 Chevy'
miles. Call 345-2366.
pickup hins but motor
SALE OR TRADE - 1958
, One ton Dodge truck
With flat bed, runs good.
-Fair condition. $150 or
trade for 14' or 16'
fishing boat of equal value. Call 492-8173.

_

UN 130&44e.

rod._

19. Used Cars & Trucks

body

S. May be seen
a Cts. or call

DGE DART
. V-8 engine.
ir, low mileage.
t condition. Call

r53-8560.
FOR SALE

BY OWNER

mien it

Have you always looked for that 3 bedroom, 2 bath
brick hone with fire_place, all built-ins, 2 car garag_e,
iteres
Of wooded land andwithin 4 Milei of Murray?
This new house is located in a restricted area on the
Ezell Rd. near East Elementary School and has recently been completely landscaped including planting
tte
d'Atrai heat and air *Heat pump 'Living room an
dining room combination *Kitchen and den combination *Large utility room 'Beautiful covered patio
Ideal for garden or orchard and all the convenience of
city living within 4 miles of Murray. $55.500

km*

CALL
DAVID KING
753-8355

ng all the exedroom, two
t and air cons & spreads;
ed patio and
Slurray High

t tiidai,!

11:I I IF:

50 Campers

51. Services

STARCRAFT
pop-up
camper with awning
sleeps 8, $1250. Call 7536430.
WESTERN KY. Travel
_Trailer Sales and Service, Route 68 and 1-24,
Cadiz, Ky. Call 502-5228507,
51 Services Offered

Offered

51. Services Offered

51 Services Offered

J AND R Pool Contractor.
Custom built vinyl lined
pools. Several sizes.
Water Valley 355-2838 or
328-8567 call collect.

INSULATION
BLOWN
IN by Sears save on
these high heat and
cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310
for
free
estimates:

FOR RESULTS
51 Services Offered

WET BASEMENT? we
FENCE SALES al- a-rs
now. Call.Sears 733-2310_ make wet basements
dry, work completely
. for 'free estimates for
guaranteed. Call or
• your needs.
write Morgan Construction
Co., Route
BYARS BROTHERS &
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
SON - General ,home
42001. Phone day or
remodeling, framing,
night 442-7026.
aluminum siding and
gutters. Call 1-354-8951 a.
or 1-362-4895.

SEPTIC TANK PUMPING. Residential and
commercial. Rex Camp
753-5933. ,
WILL DO INTERIOR and
exterior-house painting.
Call 759-1228.
•

RENT RINSENVAC

WILL DO ALL TYPES
WILT
carpenter work. ExwegtosesePoUud persalus
MITCHELL
house doed allele
perienced. Large or
BLACKTOPPING CTIVS11small
joba:
Free
-sealing, patching
cieAns, nmem-and MIMS
out
defilade=
dIrtand
• estimates. Call 527-1023.- striping. For free
grimele•sidesweep
CARP_E'T CLEANING at
estimates call 753-1537..
reasonable rates.
ECONOMICALLYcleans the wary
needs work, $300. Call - ANY KIND 'of hauling in
Prompt and efficient.
professiOnals do-at
city
or
county. Call 759753-2893 after 6 -p.m.
Custom Carpet Care",'
a
fraction of the east
PROFESSIONAL
1247 or 733-9685.
753-1335.
(YOU SAVE UP TO
window cleaner, private
MA PER ROOM),
1976 FORD LANDAU
homes, offices, store
MOBILE HOME ANNEED
TREES
or
LTD, fully equipped,
.'HORS, underpinning,
fronts, etc. 20 years
shrubbery
cut • or
excellent
condition.
experience. Call 901-782awnings, carports and
trimmed? Call .George
2,000 actual miles. Call
roofs sealed. Call Jack _5981.
Landolt, 753-4707.
759-4039.
Glover 753-1873 after 5 p.
m. or weekend.
1972 OLDS 98, full bowerGuttering by Sears, Sears_ . LICENSED ELECTRICIAN and gas anand air, best
offer. 247_
See Bw
continuoua gutters inmccuan,
weight
.. Jimmy
youeas
igEtY
r hrzt
EiAthtflTIh
Aiwa* MAN*der.
stallation
will
drstalled
per
your
II•1-Air
Decor Stare
plumbing
heating
and
-0470.
P.5-AN Craw 7S34142
specifications.
Call
install Eldorado Stone.
sewer cleaning. Call 753Sears 753-2310 for free
No costly footings or
50. Campers
7203.
ALL TYPES backhoe and
foundations. 100 percent ' estimates.
septic tank work. Fiele
masonary
WHITES CAMPER
fireproof
tile lines installed, 24
SALES - Your friendly
product. Less than the FOR YOUR septic tank
years
experience.
and backhoe work
Starcraft dealer. Travel
cost of natural stone.
Licensed through Health
needs. Also septic tank
trailers, pop ups, used
Use for interior or -exDepartment. Call :Rex
cleaning, Call John
campers and toppers.
terior. An excellent doCamp,
753-6933.
•
All at discount prices.
Lane.
we
or
project
Phone
753-8669
or
it-yourself
. QUALITY SERVICE
will install. Buy direct
436=5348.
Complete line of parts
Company Inc. Air conand accessories. We---from ---attr---factory.
dition sales and serservice what we sell.
Timber-Lodge Stone and PAINTING INTERIOR,
vice. Modern sheet
Chain Saw
N.
Fireplace, 706
Open Monday-Saturday,
exterior, Also dry wall
metal - department.
Market Street, Parts; -finishing. 10-years---ex=
tlir-7- Sunday',
Larry
Wisehart,
perience. Call 436-2563,
12:30 until 6 p.m. East 94 , Tenn. 38242. Phone 901Lawnmower
President.
Phone 733Highway 4 miles from
642-1328.
Rarph Wprley.
Sales
and Service
9290.
Murray. Call 753-0605.
DO YOU need stumps SPRAY PAINTING of all '
IDLEWILD CUSTOM
removed from your yard
kinds. Metal roofs, PIANO TUNING and
Eastside Small
fiberglass camper for El
repair. Call Joe Jackson
or -land cleared of
barns, farms and
Engine Repair
after 5 p. m. 753-7149.
Camino or Ranchero' I stumps? We can remove
homes. Call Ralph
Niishwoy 94 East
trucks, sleeps four, gas
stumps up to 24
Worley, 436-2563.
753-0400
EXPERIENCED PAINcoolang and heat, 3 way
beneath ground. Leaves
TER, interior or exrefrigerator. $2500. Will
only sawdust and chips. FOR INSULATION
terior. Call for free
sell equipped El Camino
call for free Estimate,
needs. Call Jackson
CONCRETE
finishing.
estimate
489-2322 after 6
truck if desired. Call 753Steve Shaw, 753-'490 or
Purchase Insulation,
Patios, driveways, etc.
p.m.
7745.
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
759-1820.
Call 753-0659.

1

B and J
Hydraulics

No otos "d.lt-yoursolt"
inottood dooms carpets at...

LICENSED
ELECTRICIAN , prompt efficient service. .No job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.

Call

436-2788

51 Services Offered
WILL BABiSIT in my
home. Call 753-4732.
54. Free Column
FACE TWO part Collies
and 5 part Labrador
puppies. Six weeks old.
Have been wormed. Will
make nice pets. Call 7433994.
SANDY
COLORED
female dog, medium
size. Very gentle. Call
753-0164.

Just Opened
Melvie
Garland's
Antiques
4 Miles East of Murray
on Hwy. 94 E.
Tin-door -pie safe, Marble top
dresser, Wash stands, Oak beds,
Churns, Bean pots,Ironware,etc

Hornbuckle's Barber Shop
OPEN WEEKDAYS
Hon.-Wed. 8-1
*Hospital.
CLOSED ON THURSDAYS
Fri. Sat 8-230
Calls <
*Hair Curs *Shaves
209 Walnut Street.

House

Calls

Carrier

COil fhls number after 5:00 to assure
prompt service next day, 753-36-85 and night appointments.

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY ,
753-0984
Floored and reedy. Up to 12 o 24. Also born style, offices, cottages,
mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U-BUILD, pre-cut completely ready
tb assemble top to 24 s MI. Boy the best for less.

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

•

L.

•

•

a

abooi-

AUORk
M000T

B.O.
Hooks

7 acre farm
educed from
uring three
Wi

BARBARA
ERWIN

REUBEN
M0001

OYD-11AJORS REAL ESTATE

rlooldng the
ell, and ap- •
and. A real

Professional Services With The Friendly Touch

ovorth 753-2477
Noid 753-110$4
strong 436-2174

753-165 1

charmer
place,forrealistic
shine into
iome.

22

-- --WARREN
SHROPSHIRE

NOM
M111111

OLD FASHINONED CHARM-AND VALUE!
Love a gracious setting? Then call for an appointment to see this livable, family-sized home
on a beautiful 2 acre lot in the country. This 4bedroom home has aluminum siding for beauty
-and economy and spacious rooms for living comfort. This quality-built newly re-decorated home
is worth your careful consideration. New listing.

DON'T DREAM A DREAM-BUY ONE! That mini-farm in the country you've
been waiting for, set back off Flury. 1828 about 1000 ft. for privacy. Perimeter
fenced. Quality 3 bedroom, 2 bath B. V., many luxury features including entry
hall, central heat and air, large kitchen, many built-ins, range, compactor,
seprate dining area,spacious den with fireplace, beamed ceiling, lots of closets,
patio, carport. Outside storage bldg. plus stock-barn. Don't let this "once in a
blue moon" property get away.

.
.
4 444raireNnoonampom..
.
m dinio
.
vomalvW

krt. ........wwW1Willasera.

HAPPINESS IS WHERE YOU FIND IT. You
can't miss finding it in this livable, beautifullydecorated 2 bedroom home. Attractive kitchendining, spacious living room, large bedrooms
and inviting family room. Has attached garage
and partial basement. FIRST TIME OFFEREDSee It Today.

-

1111ra--

HERE'S GLAMOUR! Luxurious Mediterranean
styled brick on acre lot with many fine old trees
and unique -landscaping. Living room opens to
rear patio deck. Master bedroom with modern
bath, plus 2 addl bedrooms and 2nd bath. Formal dining, all appliance kitchen, 2 car garage.
Only $55,000. Newly listed.

SPECIAL BUY! KIDS WANTED!! This recently
modernized 4 bedroom home is ideal for Mom
and the Kids. Aluminum siding, entry hall, large
living room, dining room, ample closet space.
Situated on 1 acre, ideal for gardening, horses,
etc. PRICED LOW TO GO $21,900.

-are

A
DON'T „BE DISAPPOINTED BY
"SOLD"SIGN-HURRY! '304 Sycamore St.-near
Bel-Aire Shopping, 3 bedroom, 1 bath frame
house in good condition carpeted throughout,
storm doors and window, electric heat, air conditioner, draperies, dishwasher included. Large
lot, 75' x 210' with gi,15fl. Outside storage
building. Only $19,900.

WALL-TO-WALL SPACIOUSNESS-COUNTRY
STYLE...Hwy. 464, East of Bucy's Grocery, 5
bedroom,2 bath, roomy B. V. home on 3.7 acres.
Large living, dining room, family room with
fireplace. Ideal for large family. Plenty of space
for horses, garden, etc. This new listing is priced
right at$53,000.

REDUCED LAKE FRONT DELUXE HOME.
Well constructed, attractive 6 room home, 2
baths, fireplace, central heat and air,-2 cae,att.
garage, raised deck. Shaded lot with a
magnificent view of lake. Excellent pier and
dock facilities. Panorama Shores. Low 50's Call
for appointment today.

'V

FOR THE OUTDOOR MAN-Set on a large lot,
this brick ranch is beautifully designed for
family living and entertaining. There is a large
living room with " fireplace, separate dining
area, modern kitchen and utility room. Three
specious bedrooms and 2 baths complete this
perfect picture.

Murray
-Ma
Wingo

rvove vas

num _
tail NV

!fa

WHY NOT S-P-R-E-A-D-O-U-T In THIS ROOMY
YET compact 3 bedroom, 2 bath, B. V., situated
on 3 acres. bas all the extras-central heat and
air, thick plush carpeting, quality appliances in
harvest gold. Only 4.5 miles from Murray on 641
North. DON'T WAIT! At prkly $38,000 This Won't.

88118-41/4
abTiLAM.

753-1080
N. 12th St.

sir rwil via._is3Atm; Mara Moody 753-9030
B. B. Hook 7532311
-

•I

A HOUSE THAT'S A REAL INVESTMENT. 211
PLAY SAFE AND YOUR CHILDREN CAN
South 12th St.-Newly listed 3 bedroom, B.V.
• --TOO. With this sharp bedroom, 2 bath B. V
LIKE A PRIVATE PARK Absolutely behutiful 1
house and lot 150' x 150'. Exceptional quality
acre wooded lot with rootny well arranged 6 home located on a dead-end street. Many
home, on lot scheduled for B-4 listing soon. Check
room home. Lots of closets, new carpeting, ;desirable features include wall-to-wall car- this one today.,
freshly Aecorated and
easy to heat. 2 out- peting, electric heat, nice kitchen with range,
buildings and a garden arra. Located on Route 94 'dishwasher. Dining room has glass ctoored china
.•
W. near Lynn Grove. Immediate Possession. cabinets. Large double garage, paved driveway.
Have country privacy and quiet in town. Near Only931,000-Better AtitTasti !",•
Bel Air Shopping.

.••••••-,

.
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• Kentuckians Strain
To See The Sun

carries a 20-year to -life prison Wednesday that one of the second call was traced to tne
By SKIP WOLLNBERG
said.'
backed him up. She said she
-arm
with
no parole. telephone calls by the kid- trailer at the Lone OakiVillage
Associated Press Writer
Mrs. Jack Clifft, U.S. thought he was suspected
Authorities sought another flappers Monday was traced, Trailer Park in Paris where
McKENZIE, Term. (AP)
District Court Clerk in because of the auto charge.
identified only as Jo-J,), aiding authorities in making
man,
driver
Wilson's family lived, but said Jackson, . said Wilson and
truck
unemploye
d
-An
Mrs. Wilson said Dixon
, srrests in the case. He said a
he was uncertain.
says he.*as home watching • in the cAse.
another man were slated for visited ° their trailer home
Jobless trucker""Iiiiid;Call to the Gaines holne was
U.S. 'Attorney. Mika Cody trial July 17 on federal auto frequently. "He was over
• television the night county
prosecutors OW he and a Michael Wilson, 24, end his traced Monday morning to the said he decided against theft charges. He had been there a 101,-but I wouldn't say
Disare-McKenzie Oil Co., a corn- federal kidnap charges for the
. •
friend stagetL:the quarter- buddy William And
free on bond_
he lived there," she pill, "He,
-bination service %Axton and- time • being - because state --- Interviewe
By The Associated Press
ltibbfirig group ear:Attnated miltosi-dailar --kidnap of a 22, were charged Weclhy
hopped
d
in
his
in and out."
jail
cell
• Most Kentuckians had to Sun Day activities ui the wealthy
businessman's in Cerra-County where Jodie' ice cream .parior -On
botinditrit4 -apparently were
Nashville--Banner and -Wilson said he _worked It_
Elizabeth
Gaines,
was
18,
along
the
northern edge of the not crossed. "'The federal Paris
strain to see the Sun on Sun Lexington area.
' daughter.
Post-Intelligencer Gaines' furniture factory
abducted Friday evening. She town.
Da) as cloudy skies prevailed
investigation is still con- reporters, Wilson said,
Speeches and displays of
A General Sessions Court
"I was eight or nine years ago. "I
driving
was
from
tountry
a
receiver
The
over the Bluegrbss for the solar devices were scheduled bond hearing Was scheduled
was removed
tinuing and there is a at home Friday night with
my knew Mr. Gaines but I don't
international observance.'
possibility some federal wife watching television.
throughout the tlay at UK. A- today in Huntingden for them club dinner with her parents, Monday by FBI agents, apknow whether he knows me,"
"
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Gaines,
Ben
to
a
parently
to be checked for
Visitors to .Louisville's Sun Day bash was 'alarmed at on charges of kidnapping for
charges could be filed in the
His
wife,
Patsy,
saki. "[didn't even know
be
questioned
nverfront Belvedere Wed- a downtown restaurant.
case at some point," Cody by the FBI but released, her name was Jodie. I thought
ransom, a crime which cousin's house when men fingerprints. The FBI has
posing
as
police
narcotics
refused
to say how its agents
nesday for the Derby Festival
As. for Kentucky's solar
it was Judy."
agents grabbed her.
were able to zero in on Wilson
• Steamboat Race were con- energy progress. Graddy said,
At.
kidnappers
the
mercy
'
Dixon
and
so quickly when the
fronted by exhibits of solar
advised that Kentucky is
for 90 hours, she escaped Gaines family released the
eedline•••4i- (Continued From Page One
energy-collecting devices, 'well behind the rest of the •
Tuesday morning by pounding FBI for an all-out-search for
both
homemade
and' couatry. The reason for that is
apart an iron-frame bed to. Jodie and her abductors early
vices in the community. The board
Margaret Travathan, the Rev. Jerrell
. coal. And that haS meant that jj
which she was handcuffed. Monday.
members have these special green
White, Wallace Baggett, Sandra
• -A sunrise prayer service politically, no one has wanted neld
She had been abandoned in a
cards to give to interested persons for a
Garrett said he believed a
Gallimore, Helen Hodges, the Rev.
preceded
the
exhibit to talk about'Olar energy."
The Temple Hill United remote concrete-block cabin
donation of $10 or more to the local
Charles Timberlake, Bro. John Dale,
overlooking the Ohio River:
Graddy . added that Kenservice, Need 'Line.
Gary Haverstock, Marie Holton,
About 30 people showed up tucky is one of.the few states Methodist Church will have its Monday night while her
Frances Shea, Calloway County
ct66ver Parker, ktetty Boston, Lennis
for a sunrise service at a field, that does not provide tax in- annual homecoming on parents made an unsucessful
Sunday. May 7, with the Kings pay-off attempt. The kidC'ircuit Clerk,and Rev. Brockoff are co, near the University of centives for solar devices.
Hale, and Theron Riley.
Sons to be special-singers for nappers bickered several
chairman of the fund raising drive.
Kentucky's Commonwealth
Need Line has been in operation in
In Bowlins Green, meanthe gospel singing in the
times over whether they
Working with them ate other members
Murray and Calloway County since its
- Stadium.
time, engineering students
The pluming worship
should murder.her. Just one of
of the board including the Rev. Dr.
organization in 1974. "The primary
-This seemed like an ap- • from Western Kentucky tenioon.
A basket dinner will be the abductors was against it. services at the 'Russell's
David C. Roos, new president of the
i propriate way to begin the University showed slides
function and purpose of The Need Line
served at noon following the He prevailed.
.Chapel United Methodist
Need Line Board, and Marvin Harris,
day," said Hank Graddy, a_ depicting solar devices at an
shall be to provide a centralized source
Church will be held at ten a.
morning worship services at
Wilson
County
and,
Dixon
sat
in
Court Clerk, -vice-president of
Versailles
for information,screening,and referral
lawyer
and exhibit in a focal shopping
eleven a.rn. with the pastor', separate jails at Pans, Tenn., fp. each Sunday, according to
the board.
president of the Kentucky inalL
and a 'listening ear'. Activities will
'- the Rev. A. H. McLeod, as the about 17 miles northeast of the church pastoelhe Rev. A.
Conservation Committee. The
hinge on this principle-to match need
speaker. Sunday School will • Jodie's home, while federal H. McLeod. • •
-with available community resources,"
Sunday School will follow
be at ten a.m. .
and • state prosecutors conArtide II of the Constitution and. ByCemetery officialswill
erfairMnestia y on -how to this metaiag_vserehiplegolea.
.. Law.301e Need_411e.
accepting 'donations for the. proceed. Arrested Tuesday,
long term perpetual care of authorities first identified
A free hunter safety the cemetery.
Dixon as Andrew Dickson and
education course will be held.
Members note the time of gave Wilson's age as 25.
at the Celloway County Ex- services now at eleven a. m.
Carroll County Sheriff
tension office, 209 Maple each Sunday.
Lawrence Garrett revealed
Street beginning, Saturday,
May
at.- 11:06 - a. m. This
course will be a -series of
classes and also includes a
.. _Word has been received of field trip CampCurri
to
e_ The
the death of McKinley - J. other. sessions
will be held
(Maci Shaw, age-54, who diedMay 13, and May 20 from 9:00
Jac,li L. Tessier, the
April 27 at _ the Deaconess
IL M. to noon.
Su reme.--Governar • of..• the. •
Hospital. Evansville, Ind. He
The course, sponsored by
Loyal
Order
of
the
resided at 517 Hanover, the
Calloway • County 4-H Moose,
will be at the
Evansville; and his death was
Council and the Kentucky
Murray Moose Lodge tonight
due to cancer
Department - of Fish and
to participate in a special
Mr. Shaw had been an inWildlife Resources, will inenrollment in his honor.
surance agent for more than
clude classroom instruction in
Tessier, of Windsor, Ont., is
two years with the National
firearm
safety.
sport- the holder
of the highest
Life and Accident Insurance
smanship, hunter ethics, first
elective post in the Loyal
Company there. He formerly
aid, and outdoor survival. The
Order 'of the Moose. Also
worked in several automobile
Camp Currie outing will
participating in tonight's
service • departments in
feature actual range firing
ceremonies, which begin at 8
F.yansville for many years. and
1.Check electrical system
practice with both
p.m. at -the lodge on N. 16th
The deceased was a veteran
firearms
and
archery Street,
2.
Check all movable parts
will be several officers
of World War II and member equipment
of the Kentucky Moose,
of the VFW Post No. 1114 at
3.
Replace belt and brushes
Those successfully cornAssociation.
Evausi,die. Inct-Ifie-vras the
4. Replace bag (Disposable only)
pIeting- the course will receive All members are ut-ga
son of Mr. and Mese
.
5is. Replace Bulb if necessary
tramervertifirate vaird attend tonight's session.
Shaw of Hazel who survives. inlate-•
any of the 23 states where
Reg.'15"
,Tessier joined Windsor
6. Clean filter system
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. such
certification is required. Lodge
Value
No. 1499'on Nov. 22
Catherine
Shaw, three
7. Check and clean agitator
Jack L Tessler
Completion of this or a similar
1942, progressed through the
daughters. Mrs. Marilyn
hunter education course is
8 Lubricate bearings
He was appointed to the
An Other Parts itra Cost!
chairs of the lodge and is a
Shelton, Mrs. Joann Davis,
also 'a requirement for those
pbst. ,governor. He served as Mooseheart-Moosehaven
and Miss Martha Jo Shaw. one
c"*.fiter5 PartItiPating Tn. secretary-al:the lodge from Frid6tement Bbird.m 19g2andst
Miss Debra ---Ythe Youth Hunts at Land 1949 to 1967.
served in this capacity until he.
Lancaster. all of Evansville,
,Between The Lakes. AtActive in the Ontario Moose was elected to the Supreme
- Ind.: three sons, Douglas and
tendance at all three sessions
One Day Super Value Specials!
Association, he held most- et Council in June of 1971 tn.
Mark Shaw, Evansville. Ind..
is required for certification..
offices
including
that
Detroit.
was
He
Save
on these special Hoover vacuum values!
•
elevated tothe
and Ronald Shaw, Newburgh,
of
Any person interested in the
president. An honorary past Supreme Prelate on 'Nov. 1,
md . his parents. Mr. and
shooting sports or who
wants. North Moose of Sun Parlor 1975 and to Supreme Junior
Mrs McKinley Shaw. Hazel:
to become a safer hunter
Legion No., 95, Tessier was Governor last year
one sister, Mrs. Myra Bartee.
wrirninP to attend. For fur' elected to the -Legion Council
A member of the 150.
Cadiz: six grandchildren.
ther information contact thi
1957_ and was elected to Division of the 25 Club, Tessier.
Funeral- arid burial --SerVialS
County Extension Office, 753Grand Worthy Moose for the haS received the
were held in Evansville, Ind. 1452
Degree of Merit, the Order's.
1961-62 year.
highest degree, for his outstanding service to the Moose
fraternity.
Born in Penetanguishene,
Ont.,- Tessier attendes1 Patterson Collegiate and De La
Salle College. He also studied
Equity is the difference between how
Large loans for homeowners.
much your home is worth, and what you
at Oxford University in Oxowe on it.
ford, England. He worked in
vamov, I5Oii(
To 01
Perrot
It's a valuable asset you can use to
the Bank of Nova Scotia while
back a really big loan For whatever you
stufing accounting. He left to
$2,500 * 73.17
have in mind.
work in the accounting branch
of the Ford Motor co. of
Real estate values are up. up,up. '
Canada, until World War 11
. So the house you bought just a few
intervened.
years ago probably would sell for a lot
more than you paid.
0169.41 60 $10i164.60 12.68%
LAKE DATA
Which means your equity is bigger.
Kenthcky Lake,7 a.m :159.0,
And the bigger your equity, the more
up 0.2.
you can borrow in a large real-estate loan.
Below- dam 311.4, up 08.
Right here. Right now.
Barkley Like, 7 a.m. 359.0,
Maybe the money you're loOking for
up 1.8.
In Bel-Air Center, Murray
is already in the house
Phone 753-5573
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